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14 October 2010

Senator the Hon Mark Arbib
Minister for Sport
Parliament House
Canberra ACT 2601

Dear Minister

I am pleased to present the Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority’s annual report  
for the financial year ending 30 June 2010.

This report has been prepared in accordance with section 63 of the Public Service Act 
1999 and section 49 of the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997.

ASADA was responsible for reporting financial statements or otherwise up until 
31 December 2009. Item 134 of the Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority 
Amendment Act 2009 placed the obligation to report on the Chief Executive Officer 
post 1 January 2010. As Chief Executive Officer, I have met the requirements of 
Item 134 by providing this single report for the period 1 July 2009 – 30 June 2010.

This report also complies with section 74(1) of the Australian Sports Anti-Doping 
Authority Act 2006 and is in line with the Requirements for annual reports that were 
approved by the Joint Committee of Public Accounts and Audit (dated 23 June 2010).

Yours sincerely

Aurora Andruska psM
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority
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Purpose
This report provides a detailed account of the operations and performance of the Australian Sports 
Anti-Doping Authority (ASADA) for the financial year ending 30 June 2010. It has been prepared 
for the Minister for Sport, to be tabled in both houses of the Parliament of Australia. Additional 
information has been included to meet the needs of ASADA’s stakeholders.

Structure
The report is divided into six chapters plus appendixes:

 organisational overview – a review of the year by the Chief Executive Officer; an outline 
of ASADA’s role and functions; highlights from 2009–10; and outlook for 2010–11

 report on performance – an explanation of our outcome and program structure; and a report 
on our performance against our outcome 

 Management and accountability – a summary of management practices, including corporate 
governance, external scrutiny, management of human resources and our structure 

 Financial information – a report on our financial management and audited statements 

 Anti-doping rule Violation panel – an outline of the panel’s functions, members and output

 Australian sports drug Medical Advisory Committee – an explanation of the committee’s 
functions, members and output

 Appendixes – additional information, including doping control statistics, staffing statistics and 
freedom of information requests. 

Access
The whole report is available at www.asada.gov.au in both HTML and PDF formats.

Guide to this RepoRt

http://www.asada.gov.au
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Australia is justly proud of its sporting reputation. Our role at ASADA is 
to safeguard that reputation, backing up the Australian Government’s 
commitment to the worldwide effort to eliminate doping from sport 
through the UNESCO International Convention against Doping in Sport 
and the World Anti-Doping Code (the Code).

ASADA is at the centre of a collaborative approach to driving pure 
performance in Australian sport. What we are working to achieve is a 
level playing field, where achievement in sport depends on an athlete’s 
talent, determination, courage and honesty. To do this, we work closely 
with the community, national sporting organisations and international 
agencies to develop leading-edge anti-doping programs. These focus on 
deterrence through no-advance-notice testing, education and awareness-raising; detection through 
testing, intelligence and investigation; and enforcement through the fair management of potential 
anti-doping rule violations.

This fifth year of ASADA’s operation has brought to fruition a number of initiatives which are already 
assisting the deterrence and detection of doping in sport and the effective management of potential 
anti-doping rule violations. The year has also seen significant change in the way ASADA is governed, 
with a view to strengthening the agency’s independence and capability.

Building awareness
ASADA has made a significant contribution to protecting the health of athletes and the integrity of 
Australian sport by working closely with national sporting organisations to build awareness about the 
risks and repercussions of doping and to deliver comprehensive anti-doping education programs. 

Several major achievements stand out in this area in 2009–10: the design of a new education 
model and curriculum framework; the development of a web-based education solution, Pure 
Performance Online; the launch of a new ASADA website incorporating the online Check Your 
Substances tool; and the conduct of a major anti-doping awareness campaign, You can never 
win your reputation back.

A new education model and curriculum framework for ASADA’s national anti-doping education 
program was developed in 2009–10. This work laid the foundations for Pure Performance Online, 
which will deliver anti-doping education to athletes, support personnel and organisations anywhere, 
anytime. Pure Performance Online piloting began in May 2010. When the system is launched 
in the second quarter of 2010–11, it will give sporting organisations much greater flexibility to 
provide anti-doping education whenever and wherever it suits their sport, their athletes and their 
support personnel. 

Message from the ceo

AsAdA ChiEF 
ExECutiVE oFFiCEr 
AURORA ANDRUSKA
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Our redesigned website, launched in November 2009, has made information about prohibited 
substances in sport more accessible and more reliable than ever before. The innovative online 
tool, Check Your Substances, which was launched with the website, enables athletes and support 
personnel to determine immediately and anonymously whether a substance or medication is 
permitted or prohibited in sport. These two initiatives have dramatically increased access to anti-
doping information for the Australian sporting community. Over 38 355 substance status checks 
have been conducted online since the launch.

While only recent, our campaign, You can never win your reputation back, initiated in May 2010, 
has attracted extensive media coverage and has been successful in raising awareness of the risks 
and repercussions of doping. The campaign targets both up-and-coming and elite athletes. Over 
3510 posters have been distributed to 1202 sporting administration bodies and high schools across 
the country, conveying the hard-hitting message that doping can ruin an athlete’s health, career 
and reputation.

Assisting sporting organisations
In 2009–10 we strengthened our relationships with national sporting organisations and peak bodies. 
Successful partnerships with the Australian Olympic Committee and the Australian Paralympic 
Committee delivered Pure Performance programs for the Australian teams for the Vancouver 
Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games in February 2010. These rigorous programs included a 
balance of testing and education, with over 110 tests completed before the games, and 21 athletes 
and support personnel involved in education sessions. Samples from a number of medal contenders 
and athletes in at-risk sports have been placed in the Tank, ASADA’s long-term sample storage facility, 
which allows future advances in analytical technology to be applied to samples collected today. 

In partnership with national sporting organisations and the organisers of the Sydney World Masters 
Games, we delivered a Pure Performance program that helped to protect the integrity of the Games. 
This Pure Performance program provided anti-doping services, both before and during the event, 
to over 30 000 athletes and support personnel participating in the Games.

MinistEr For sport, 
thE hon KAtE Ellis Mp 
And AthlEtEs At 
thE lAunCh oF thE 
MAjor Anti-doping 
AwArEnEss CAMpAign 
You can never win Your 
reputation back
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A successful series of CEO forums in August and September 2009 provided an excellent opportunity 
to update national sporting organisations on ASADA programs and to receive feedback that has been 
used to shape developing programs.

We have continued to foster strong connections with important international bodies such as the 
World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), the International Anti-Doping Arrangement Steering Group and 
the Association of National Anti-Doping Organisations. This has extended Australia’s influence on 
international strategic decisions and contributed to greater harmonisation and information-sharing 
world-wide.

Through written communications, as well as face-to-face discussions, we sought to offer assistance 
to the Indian National Anti-Doping Agency (NADA) to develop a sports anti-doping infrastructure 
in the preparations for the Delhi 2010 Commonwealth Games. We also communicated with the 
Organising Committee Commonwealth Games Delhi, offering to provide assistance leading into the 
2010 Games in areas such as sample collection and training field staff. We will continue to seek 
to engage with NADA to offer assistance and share our knowledge.

Detection
The combination of a strong testing program and a world-class intelligence and investigations 
capability firmly establishes ASADA as one of the world’s leaders in effectively detecting anti-doping 
rule violations. 

In 2009–10 we conducted a comprehensive doping control program, completing 6606 blood and 
urine tests. This program had a particular focus on the analysis of blood and serum, to detect the 
use of Human Growth Hormone, which resulted in 100 analyses being conducted in this area. 

For the first time, we have the capacity to detect the new substance CERA-EPO. This new capability 
was quickly embraced by professional sports, with both the AFL and NRL introducing these tests into 
comprehensive testing programs which they are implementing in partnership with ASADA.

We also assessed 327 other incidents, which ultimately resulted in 25 matters being opened as  
anti-doping investigations.

Our expertise in investigations and intelligence was recognised by WADA when it invited ASADA 
officials to share the Australian experience at the WADA regional seminar in Tokyo in March 2010 
and at the 7th Asia/Oceania Intergovernmental Meeting in Delhi in May 2010. This investigative and 
intelligence gathering capability underpins the formal partnerships we are developing with federal 
and state law enforcement agencies. Such partnerships are critical to eliminating doping in sport.

Enforcement
A key role for ASADA is to prepare and present potential doping cases for consideration by the 
Anti-Doping Rule Violation Panel (ADRVP) and independent sporting tribunals. We administer our 
enforcement program so that all athletes and support personnel subject to allegations of doping 
are treated fairly and transparently, in accordance with legislative requirements, the Code and the 
relevant sport’s anti-doping policy. 

Until January 2010, ASADA was responsible for establishing and maintaining a Register of Findings, 
the formal record of decisions on anti-doping rule violations. On 1 January, this responsibility 
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transferred to the newly established and independent ADRVP. During 2009–10, 29 athletes and 
support personnel were determined to have committed anti-doping rule violations and were placed 
on the Register of Findings. 

ASADA’s success in building cases against athletes and support personnel for violation of the 
Code, where that violation could not be detected by a traditional test, is strongly supported 
by our investigations and intelligence capability. These non-analytical cases, where evidence 
from non-testing sources is used to satisfy a sporting tribunal of a violation of anti-doping rules, 
accounted for 31 per cent of cases on the Register of Findings in 2009–10. 

Governance
The new governance structure introduced for ASADA from 1 January 2010 created the position of 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) that I have held since May. I welcome the challenge of leading ASADA 
to continued success in protecting Australia’s sporting integrity through the elimination of doping. 
I am fortunate to have such a strong foundation on which to build, both in terms of policies and 
programs, as outlined above, and in terms of administration and staff. 

Richard Ings, who served as Chair and CEO of ASADA from 2005 until December 2009 and 
then continued on as Acting CEO, established a sound organisation with robust governance 
and financial management.

In delivering on our commitments for 2009–10, we had a reportable surplus for the year of $0.10m, 
the result of robust financial management. 

Noteworthy achievements on the corporate and operational side in 2009–10 include:

 a new Information and Communications Technology policy 

 an updated Fraud Control Plan that has put appropriate strategies in place to strengthen the 
management of fraud risks

 a comprehensive Business Continuity Plan to guide the organisation in the event of any extended 
disruption to business operations 

 successful re-certification of our Quality Management System in March 2010, to ISO 9001:2008. 

Central to the effectiveness of any organisation is the quality of its staff, and we have put a strong 
emphasis on building staff skills and satisfaction. Significant achievements for the organisation in 
2009–10 have been the development and implementation of a Workforce Plan, a Succession Plan, 
a Diversity Plan and Individual Career Plans for ASADA staff. 

The year ahead
The year ahead will be an exciting one for ASADA as we strengthen our engagement with 
national and international sporting bodies and work together to drive pure performance in sport. 
In 2010–11, we will:

 investigate implementing an Athlete Biological Passport program that is consistent with WADA’s 
Athlete Biological Passport Operating Guidelines

 work with individual sporting administration bodies to create anti-doping awareness and 
education strategies tailored to their sports

 conduct Pure Performance programs with the Australian teams for the Youth Olympic Games 
in Singapore in August 2010 and the Commonwealth Games in Delhi in October 2010
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 strengthen working relationships and partnership arrangements with state institutes and 
academies of sport, and state law enforcement agencies

 continue to offer to share expertise with international bodies, particularly with India in the lead-up 
to the Delhi 2010 Commonwealth Games and beyond.

Our continued success in protecting Australia’s sporting integrity and reputation relies on the joint 
efforts of the whole Australian sporting community. I congratulate athletes, support personnel and 
their organisations for their commitment to eliminating doping in sport and thank them for their 
continued support in this shared endeavour. 

I look forward to working with the sporting community to maintain Australia’s reputation as an 
international leader in the campaign against doping in sport. 

Aurora Andruska psM
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority
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The Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority is a statutory authority established in 2006 to provide 
a comprehensive anti-doping program for the Australian sports community. 

As a signatory to the UNESCO International Convention against Doping in Sport, Australia is 
required to implement anti-doping arrangements consistent with the Code. ASADA has legislative 
responsibility for delivering national anti-doping programs to meet this international commitment.

ASADA’s vision is to be Australia’s driving force for pure performance in sport.

ASADA’s mission is to protect Australia’s sporting integrity through the elimination of doping.

Legislative basis
ASADA is an agency within the Health and Ageing portfolio. Ministerial responsibility resides 
with the Hon Kate Ellis MP, Minister for Sport. The powers of the responsible Minister are outlined 
in appendix D.

ASADA operates under the Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority Act 2006 (the ASADA Act) and 
the Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority Regulations 2006 (ASADA Regulations), including the 
National Anti-Doping (NAD) scheme. ASADA is a prescribed agency for the purposes of the Financial 
Management and Accountability Act 1997 (the FMA Act) and its staffing arrangements are subject to 
the Public Service Act 1999. 

Our activities are governed by our legislative framework and our obligations to implement the Code, 
the Prohibited List of substances and methods that are prohibited in sport, and the International 
Standard for Testing. 

Role and functions
ASADA’s role is to develop a sporting culture in Australia free from doping, where an athlete’s 
performance is purely dependent on talent, determination, courage and honesty. 

To achieve this pure performance, our programs encompass deterrence, detection and 
enforcement activities.

About AsAdA
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Our primary functions are to:

 design and deliver a range of education and awareness-raising programs

 help the sporting community meet their anti-doping responsibilities

 monitor compliance with anti-doping policies

 detect and deter anti-doping rule violations

 manage potential anti-doping rule violations.

Our functions, powers and delegations (in accordance with the ASADA legislation) are outlined 
in appendix E.

Goals
ASADA aims to be an influential leader in anti-doping in sport, so that Australia meets its 
international obligations under the UNESCO International Convention against Doping in Sport and 
the Code, and Australia’s sporting culture continues to be held in high regard internationally. We give 
priority to deterrence strategies, to prevent the use of prohibited substances and methods in sport 
and to protect clean athletes and the sports in which they participate. We do this through education 
and by raising awareness of the risks and the repercussions of doping.

Our aim is to establish a level playing field in sport which protects the health of athletes and the 
reputation of both sports and clean athletes. To achieve this, we provide programs to help national 
sporting organisations meet their anti-doping responsibilities, and we operate a strategic, targeted 
detection program that incorporates both testing and investigations. 

With clear legislative powers to manage potential doping violations, such as the presence and use 
of prohibited substances, we have set out to develop a leading-edge capability to manage potential 
anti-doping rule violations in ways that are lawful, ethical and fair. 

We place great importance on working positively with athletes, support personnel, sports and all 
other stakeholders, building relationships and partnerships that are based on principles of respect, 
openness, responsiveness and integrity. 

As an organisation, ASADA seeks to be respected by the Australian community for operating with 
integrity, professionalism, passion, commitment and agility. 

Amendments to legislation
Amendments to the ASADA Act came into effect on 1 January 2010, following a review of ASADA’s 
structural and governance arrangements that was conducted in 2008. The main changes to the 
legislation affect our governance through the:

 creation of a full-time CEO position 

 provision for an Advisory Group, responsible for providing advice and making recommendations 
to the CEO and other functions

 establishment of an Anti-Doping Rule Violation Panel, responsible for making findings on 
possible anti-doping rule violations, making recommendations about sanctions and establishing 
and maintaining a register of such findings. 
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The amendments subsequently changed our organisational structure.

Before 1 January 2010, the ASADA Chair was the CEO for the purposes of the FMA Act, and the 
Agency Head for the purposes of the Public Service Act. 

From 1 January 2010, the newly-established position of CEO of ASADA assumed the FMA Act and 
the Public Service Act management powers and functions formerly held by the ASADA Chair. The 
ASADA CEO is now accountable for the management and strategic leadership and reports directly 
to the Minister for Sport.

The appointment of the new CEO of ASADA, Aurora Andruska PSM, was announced by the Minister 
for Sport, the Hon Kate Ellis MP, on 28 April 2010, and Ms Andruska took up office on 10 May 2010. 

Appointments to the Advisory Group, responsible for providing advice and making recommendations 
to the CEO, which was also created by the amendments to the ASADA Act, had not been finalised at 
30 June 2010. 

The ADRVP, set up as an independent decision-making body, began operating on an interim basis 
in January 2010 and was formally constituted in April 2010. The panel’s functions are to:

 establish and maintain a Register of Findings 

 make findings in relation to potential anti-doping rule violations for entry onto the Register 
of Findings 

 make recommendations to Australian sports about appropriate sanctions for athletes and support 
personnel who have committed anti-doping rule violations.

The work of the panel is reported in chapter 6 and appendixes B and M.

Australia’s new anti-doping framework
The establishment of the ADRVP as an independent panel from the beginning of 2010 changed the 
design of Australia’s anti-doping framework.

Figure 1 shows Australia’s anti-doping framework and its mechanisms for implementing the 
principles of the Code as at 30 June 2010. 
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Figure 1: Australia’s new anti-doping framework
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ASADA members
Until 31 December 2009, the Chair and ASADA members operated in accordance with the powers 
and functions prescribed under the ASADA Act and the NAD scheme. 

Key activities to which ASADA members contributed between 1 July and 31 December 2009 included:

 reviewing the draft 2008–09 annual report

 approving major ASADA policies, such as the Investigations and Intelligence policies, the Athlete 
Whereabouts policy, and the Education Framework 2009–10

 approving the delegations under the ASADA Act and NAD scheme.

table 1: ASADA members’ details at 31 December 2009 

position name date commenced date ended

Meetings 
eligible to 

attend
Meetings 
attended

Chair Mr Richard Ings 14 March 2006 31 December 2009 3 3

Deputy Chair Dr Brian Sando 14 March 2006 31 December 2009 3 3

Member Ms Jennifer Clark 14 March 2006 31 December 2009 3 3

Member Mr John Black 14 March 2006 31 December 2009 3 2

Member Professor Andrew 
McLachlan

14 March 2006 31 December 2009 3 3

Mr Richard ings (chair)
Richard Ings was appointed CEO of the Australian Sports Drug Agency on 21 September 2005 
and promoted to ASADA’s inaugural Chair on 14 March 2006. From 2001 to 2005 Mr Ings held 
the position of Executive Vice President, Rules and Competition, with the ATP Tour, the governing 
body of the men’s professional tennis circuit, where he was responsible for developing that sport’s 
anti-doping and anti-corruption programs. 

dr brian sando oAM (deputy chair)
Dr Brian Sando is a sports medicine practitioner, the Chair of the Australian Olympic Committee’s 
Medical Commission, and a member of the Commonwealth Games Federation Medical 
Commission. Dr Sando has worked as Medical Officer to seven Australian Olympic teams (four as 
Senior Medical Director) and is a former president of Sports Medicine Australia. He is also a member 
of the FINA Doping Control Review Board. Dr Sando was the Chair of ASADA’s Anti-Doping Rule 
Violation Committee. 

Mr John black (Member)
John Black, a former Senator for Queensland, chaired the Senate Inquiry into Drugs in Sport that 
led to the establishment of what was then the Australian Sports Drug Agency, and the design of 
drug testing regimes for Australian sport.
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Ms Jennifer clark (Member)
Jennifer Clark has an extensive background in business and finance. She has been on various 
Australian Government boards since 1991, including for the Australian Sports Commission and 
the Australian Sports Foundation. Ms Clark is Chair of ASADA’s Audit Committee.

professor Andrew Mclachlan (Member)
Professor Andrew McLachlan is the Professor of Pharmacy at the University of Sydney and Concord 
Hospital, with expertise in clinical pharmacology and drug analysis. He has been involved with 
ASADA (and its precursor, the Australian Sports Drug Agency) for the last 10 years. Professor 
McLachlan has over 100 research papers related to understanding variability in response to 
medicines. He is involved in the education of pharmacists and other health professionals and 
serves as a consultant to industry and government in the evaluation and safe use of medicines.

Anti-Doping Rule Violation Committee
Before the ASADA Act was amended, it allowed for the delegation of ASADA functions and powers 
to a committee consisting of two or more ASADA members. 

The Anti-Doping Rule Violation (ADRV) Committee was established under this provision. Until the 
end of 2009, the committee comprised three ASADA members: Dr Brian Sando (Chair), Mr Richard 
Ings and Professor Andrew McLachlan. Other ASADA members had the option of attending meetings 
of the committee.

The roles of the ADRV Committee were to:

 determine whether ASADA should issue a ‘show cause’ notification letter to athletes or support 
personnel who had potentially committed non-adverse analytical anti-doping rule violations

 determine whether sufficient evidence existed to make a finding of a possible anti-doping rule 
violation and thus place the relevant details onto a Register of Findings

 recommend appropriate sanctions or consequences for anti-doping rule violations

 monitor cases involving laboratory reports of elevated testosterone/epitestosterone ratios 
(or other naturally occurring hormones)

 review the progress of ASADA’s testing and investigation activities.

The ADRV Committee also decided whether any decision of a tribunal, such as the Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal or the Court of Arbitration for Sport, should be subject to appeal by ASADA, 
in cases where ASADA had a right of appeal. The committee also provided guidance to management 
on matters related to testing, investigations, results management or legal services actions. 
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table 2: ASADA members’ attendance at ADRV Committee meetings, July – December 2009

date of meeting
dr Brian 

sando (Chair)

prof Andrew 
Mclachlan 

(deputy Chair) richard ings jennifer Clark john Black

8 July 09   

22 July 09   

18 Aug 09     

16 Sep 09     

30 Sep 09    

13 Oct 09    

28 Oct 09   

10 Nov 09   

23 Nov 09     

9 Dec 09     

total 9 10 8 9 4

With the changes to ASADA’s governance structure, which took effect on 1 January 2010, 
the ADRV Committee ceased to exist on 31 December 2009. 
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Highlights of 2009–10
 From 1 January 2010 we implemented our new governance arrangements resulting from 

amendments to the ASADA Act, along with associated changes to internal policies and procedures. 

 We successfully conducted Pure Performance programs for the Australian teams for the 
Vancouver Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games in February 2010.

 We successfully delivered a Pure Performance program for the World Masters Games held 
in Sydney in October 2009. 

 We commenced a Pure Performance program for the Delhi Commonwealth Games to be held 
in October 2010. 

 Two ASADA Doping Control Officers joined the Vancouver Olympic Winter Games anti-doping team. 

 We introduced an enhanced testing detection strategy, with a particular focus on blood and 
serum analysis, to detect the use of Human Growth Hormone. This resulted in 100 analyses 
being conducted in this area. 

 We launched our new website in November 2009, which included the new Check Your 
Substances tool. This tool allows athletes and support personnel to check online to see whether 
medications and substances are permitted or prohibited in sport. 

 We developed user-pays programs for sports (including the AFL and the NRL) to undertake 
testing for Human Growth Hormone and CERA-EPO. 

 We shared our intelligence and investigations experience internationally at the WADA Regional 
Seminar in Tokyo (March 2010) and the 7th Asia/Oceania Intergovernmental Meeting in Delhi 
(May 2010). 

 To expand access to our education offerings we developed a new education model, a curriculum 
framework, 10 web-based anti-doping education modules, and a learning management system. 

 We launched a successful anti-doping awareness campaign, You can never win your 
reputation back.

 Our partnership with the Australian Olympic Committee was expanded through the review 
and redevelopment of the Live Clean, Play Clean education seminars for Olympic and 
Paralympic athletes. 

 Consistent with our Stakeholder Engagement Plan, we met with the National Elite Sports Council 
to further enhance relationships with the network of institutes and academies of sport. 

 We made improvements to the way we manage our information, data and human resources 
planning, and we updated our Fraud Control Plan. 

 We met all our obligations in relation to the whole-of-government move to Internet Protocol 
version 6. 
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Outlook for next year
In 2010–11, we will: 

 continue to conduct Pure Performance programs with the Australian teams for the Youth Olympic 
Games in Singapore in August 2010 and the Commonwealth Games in Delhi in October 2010

 plan for and look to implement an Athlete Biological Passport program that is consistent with 
WADA’s Athlete Biological Passport Operating Guidelines

 introduce a comprehensive compliance framework and new anti-doping policy templates to help 
national sporting organisations meet their obligations under the Code and improve harmonisation 
on anti-doping across sports

 strengthen our engagement with international stakeholders

 formalise working relationships with the institutes and academies of sport in the states and 
territories to extend the reach of anti-doping programs

 use established athlete forums more extensively to improve consultation with athletes

 expand our intelligence-based targeted testing program

 develop anti-doping awareness and education strategies tailored to targeted individual sports 

 strengthen partnership arrangements with state law enforcement bodies 

 make improvements to the business system, EUGENE, that supports doping control operations, 
including test distribution planning and results management. 
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This report on performance addresses the outcome and performance information set out for ASADA 
in the Portfolio Budget Statements 2009–10 for the Health and Ageing portfolio.

The resources made available to ASADA to achieve this outcome are set out in appendixes N and O. 

Our responsibility is to protect the health of athletes and the integrity of Australian sport through 
deterrence, detection and enforcement to eliminate doping. 

Deterrence is achieved mainly through building awareness of anti-doping responsibilities 
among athletes and support personnel, no-advance-notice testing, and helping national 
sporting organisations meet their anti-doping responsibilities. Detection is achieved through an 
integrated program of intelligence gathering, testing, and investigation. Enforcement is pursued 
through managing cases of possible anti-doping rule violations and presenting these cases in 
relevant tribunals. 

outcome and program structure

In the 2009–10 Budget, ASADA’s outcome is defined as, ‘Protection of the health of athletes 
and the integrity of Australian sport, including through deterrence, detection and enforcement 
to eliminate doping’. 

Our programs therefore encompass deterrence, detection and enforcement. We are expected to 
provide education and communication programs, undertake sports forums and liaison activities, 
and improve capability in the detection and management of alleged anti-doping rule violations.

Figure 2: Outcome and program structure 2009–10

outCoME 1
Protection of the health of athletes and the integrity of Australian sport, including through 

deterrence, detection and enforcement to eliminate doping

progrAM 1.1
Deterrence, detection and enforcement

Outcome and program change
Consistent with the Operation Sunlight Outcome Statements Review, our reporting framework has 
changed to report on a program basis. This change is reflected in figure 3. 

In the 2009–10 Additional Estimates, the Australian Government provided ASADA with $468 000 
($237 000 in 2009–10 and $231 000 in 2010–11) to help build India’s anti-doping capability in 
the lead-up to the Delhi 2010 Commonwealth Games. 
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Figure 3: Outcome and program transition

2008–09 Budget year 2009–10 Budget year

outcome 1:

The protection of Australia’s sporting integrity 
through eliminating doping

outcome 1:

Protection of the health of athletes and 
the integrity of Australian sport, including 

through deterrence, detection and enforcement 
to eliminate doping

output group 1.1:

Deterrence program

program 1.1:

Deterrence, detection and enforcement

output group 1.2:

Detection program

output group 1.3:

Enforcement program

note:  Under the previous performance reporting structure, departmental activity was reported under departmental 
outputs. Under the new structure, departmental costs are reported as Programs.
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Deliverables
To improve the protection of the health of athletes and the integrity of Australian sport, under 
Program 1.1 we provide education and communication programs, undertake sports forums and 
liaison activities, and seek to improve capability in the detection and management of alleged  
anti-doping violations. We have overall responsibility for the program’s ‘deliverables’. 

table 3: Program 1.1 qualitative deliverables

Qualitative deliverables 2009–10 target 2009–10 result

Work in consultation with 
sporting administration bodies 
to ensure consistent and 
enforceable anti-doping rules 
across Australian sport

All Australian national 
sporting organisations 
that are recognised and/
or funded by the Australian 
Sports Commission having 
anti-doping policies in place 
that comply with ASADA 
legislation and the World 
Anti-Doping Code.

By 30 June 2010, all national sporting 
organisations recognised and/or funded 
by the Australian Sports Commission 
had anti-doping policies in place or 
were working with ASADA on adopting 
an anti-doping policy that complied 
with ASADA legislation and the World 
Anti-Doping Code.

We have met this target each year since 
our inception.

100% of sports were compliant  
in 2008–09 and 2007–08.

Of the stakeholders responding to an 
independent survey in June 2010, 77% 
were confident that ASADA was effective 
in assisting organisations meet their anti-
doping obligations.

Delivery of an effective and 
efficient anti-doping education 
program

Measured by the satisfaction 
of national sporting 
organisations, athletes and 
support personnel with 
improvements made to 
programs and services.

Stakeholder surveys demonstrate a 95% 
satisfaction rate with ASADA’s education 
and awareness-raising programs.

This compares with 93% satisfaction  
in 2008–09 and 88% in 2007–08.

program 1.1 –  deterrence, detection  
and enforcement
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Qualitative deliverables 2009–10 target 2009–10 result

Develop and deliver a leading-
edge detection program in 
accordance with the revised 
World Anti-Doping Code 
that integrates investigations 
and testing, and is targeted 
towards sports and athletes 
assessed as being at greater 
risk of doping 

Stakeholder confidence, 
measured using stakeholder 
surveys, will assess the 
effectiveness of ASADA’s 
detection program.

All test distribution planning and sample 
collection has been conducted in 
accordance with the revised Code, the 
International Standard for Testing, and  
the National Anti-Doping scheme. 

6606 government-funded and user-pays 
tests were completed and 25 investigations 
were opened during 2009–10.

We have met our testing targets each year 
since our inception. 

We completed 7498 government-funded 
and user-pays tests in 2008–09 and 6637 
in 2007–08. 

We also completed 32 investigations  
in 2008–09.

There have been no successful challenges 
by athletes or support personnel to an 
investigation undertaken by ASADA on 
the grounds of non-compliance with 
investigation standards. 

Of the stakeholders responding to an 
independent survey in June 2010, 72% 
were confident that ASADA was doing 
everything it should do to detect doping.

Provide an expert capability 
within ASADA to ensure 
all alleged anti-doping rule 
violations are well-managed 
and rigorously pursued

Stakeholder confidence, 
measured using stakeholder 
surveys, will assess the 
effectiveness of ASADA’s 
enforcement program.

From 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009, 
ASADA managed 19 anti-doping rule 
violations for placement on the Register 
of Findings (RoF). We were successful in 
each case that proceeded to a hearing at  
a court or other sporting tribunal.

From 1 January 2010 the ADRVP has 
entered 10 athletes onto the RoF. 

The total number of athletes entered onto 
the RoF for 2009–10 is 29.

This compares with 29 RoF entries in 
2008–09 and 27 RoF entries in 2007–08.

As part of the ISO 9001:2008 certification 
process, our Quality Management System 
was successfully re-accredited for its 
results management processes and 
procedures.

Of the stakeholders responding to  
an independent survey in June 2010,  
73% were satisfied with our programs  
and services.
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table 4: Program 1.1 quantitative deliverables

Quantitative deliverables 2009–10 target 2009–10 result

Number of participants 
in ASADA education and 
communication programs

8000 12 289

We have met our requirement in this  
area each year since our inception.

We had 10 530 participants in our 
education and communication programs 
in 2008–09 and 8126 participants in 
2007–08.

Number of sport fora and 
liaison activities undertaken

4 4

In 2009–10 we conducted national 
sporting organisation forums in Canberra, 
Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne.

This compares with 4 sports forums 
and liaison activities in 2008–09 and 8 
in 2007–08.

Number of government-
funded detection tests

3500 – 4200 3829

We have met our requirement in this  
area each year since our inception.

We completed 4212 government-funded 
tests in 2008–09 and 4242 tests in 
2007–08. 

Number of Pure Performance 
programs implemented

2 2

In 2009–10 we partnered with the 
Australian Olympic Committee and the 
Australian Paralympic Committee to 
conduct a successful Pure Performance 
program for the Australian Olympic  
Winter Team and the Australian 
Paralympic Winter Team. 

We partnered with the Sydney World 
Masters Games Organising Committee 
and the International Masters 
Games Association to deliver a Pure 
Performance program for the Sydney 
World Masters Games.

Agreement was also reached with the 
Australian Commonwealth Games 
Association to conduct a Pure 
Performance program for the Australian 
Commonwealth Games Team. This will be 
completed in 2010–11. 

We completed 3 Pure Performance 
programs in 2008–09 and 1 in 2007–08.
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Key performance indicators 
The following ‘key performance indicators’ measure the impact of Program 1.1.

table 5: Program 1.1 qualitative key performance indicators

Qualitative indicators 2009–10 target 2009–10 result

Effective interaction with 
sporting administration 
bodies, athletes and other 
stakeholders to raise 
awareness of ASADA’s 
legislation and the World 
Anti-Doping Code

Stakeholder 
awareness will be 
measured through 
surveys of athletes, 
support personnel 
and sporting 
administration 
bodies.

Of the sporting organisations, athletes and other 
stakeholders responding to an independent survey 
carried out in June 2010, 95% were aware of ASADA’s 
legislation and 99% were aware of the Code.

This compares to 93% awareness of ASADA legislation 
and 99% awareness of the Code in 2008–09.

Compliance by ASADA 
with relevant legislation, 
including the Australian 
Sports Anti-Doping 
Authority Act 2006 and 
the National Anti-Doping 
scheme

Measured 
by relevant 
independent 
audits of ASADA’s 
compliance with 
the framework.

Our operational functions must comply with the 
ASADA Act, the National Anti-Doping scheme and 
other relevant legislation, such as the Privacy Act.

We have conducted regular audits of our operational 
functions to ensure openness and transparency in 
decision-making, the highest standards of probity, 
integrity and a strong commitment to accountability.

In line with our Internal Audit Plan, the following 
internal audits were conducted during 2009–10:

 testing processes

 information management and privacy 
arrangements.

The audits found no legislative compliance issues.

Following a surveillance audit of the Quality 
Management System in March 2010, ASADA was 
re-certified to ISO 9001:2008 standard for procedures 
relating to: 

 testing

 results management

 athlete whereabouts. 

Ever since we were established, our Quality 
Management System has been continually assessed 
and successfully re-certified under ISO 9001:2008, 
and its previous iteration, ISO 9001:2000. 

Ensure continued 
stakeholder confidence in 
a robust but fair system of 
detecting and managing 
alleged anti-doping rule 
violations in accordance 
with the requirements of the 
ASADA legislation and the 
World Anti-Doping Code

Measured through 
surveys of athletes, 
support personnel 
and sporting 
administration 
bodies

Of the stakeholders responding to an independent 
survey in June 2010, 72% were confident that we 
were doing everything we should do to detect doping, 
and 73% were satisfied with our programs and 
services.

This measure is new for 2009–10.
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Qualitative indicators 2009–10 target 2009–10 result

Development of an anti-
doping infrastructure by the 
end of 2009–10 

The Indian National 
Anti-Doping 
Agency (NADA) 
has an anti-doping 
infrastructure by the 
end of 2009–10.

We have started dialogue with the Indian NADA and 
are also actively working with the World Anti-Doping 
Agency to discuss ways in which we can constructively 
assist the Indian NADA in the lead-up to the Delhi 
2010 Commonwealth Games and beyond.

This measure is new for 2009–10.

table 6: Program 1.1 quantitative key performance indicators

Quantitative indicators 2009 –10 target 2009–10 result

Percentage of national 
sporting organisations, 
athletes and support 
personnel satisfied with 
education and awareness-
raising programs

76% 95%

This compares with a 93% satisfaction rating 
in 2008–09 and 88% in 2007–08.

Percentage of awareness 
among sporting 
organisations, athletes 
and support personnel 
of ASADA legislation and 
the Code

76%  95% awareness of ASADA legislation

 99% awareness of the Code.

This compares with 93% awareness of  
ASADA legislation and 99% awareness  
of the Code in 2008–09.

Percentage of recognised 
and/or funded sports 
monitored to ensure 
compliance with the Code

100% 100% of sports recognised and/or funded 
by the Australian Sports Commission were 
monitored by ASADA in 2009–10 to ensure 
they complied with their Code obligations. 

We identified several minor breaches but  
once these were brought to the attention of  
the relevant national sporting organisation, 
they were rectified in a timely manner.

We have met this measure each year since  
our inception: 100% of sports were compliant 
in 2008–09 and 2007–08.

Percentage of athletes, 
support personnel and 
sporting organisations 
that have confidence 
that ASADA’s detection 
activities maximise the 
opportunity to detect 
doping

76% 72%

This is the first year this subject has been 
measured. ASADA will consider options to 
improve the outcome in this area.

Percentage of successful 
challenges on procedural 
grounds of non-
compliance with ASADA 
legislation and the Code

≤5% 0% 

There were no successful challenges based  
on procedural grounds.

This measure is new for 2009–10.
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In 2009–10 we conducted a wide range of education and awareness-raising programs. As part 
of this, we significantly expanded our suite of communication products and services that provide 
essential information on how to meet anti-doping responsibilities and how to minimise risks to 
health and wellbeing.

Education and awareness-raising campaigns were tailored to the needs of particular categories 
of athletes and support personnel, drawing on extensive input from athletes, support personnel, 
sporting organisations and the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA). We used stakeholder 
communication channels, the media and digital marketing to direct the attention of athletes and 
their support personnel to their responsibilities under the World Anti-Doping Code (the Code).

In 2009–10, we conducted two major campaigns:

 Active promotion of changes to the 2010 World Anti-Doping Code Prohibited List, to athletes, 
support personnel and sports. This campaign included a combination of direct mail, email 
(via our e-newsletter) and updates to the website, telephone hotline scripts and education 
presentations.

 The awareness campaign, You can never win your reputation back, designed to remind 
athletes and support personnel that doping in sport poses a risk to an athlete’s health, career 
and reputation. This campaign used a combination of a media launch, electronic direct mail, 
distribution of 3510 posters to 1202 sporting administration bodies and high schools around 
the country, Google and Facebook advertising, and stakeholder communication channels. 

As part of our blend of flexible teaching and learning approaches, we provided athletes and 
support personnel with printed resources that can be ordered through our hotline or downloaded 
via our website. These resources aim to advance the knowledge, understanding and skills of 
athletes and support personnel to help them comply with the Code, ASADA legislation and sports 
anti-doping policies.

Following feedback from athletes and support personnel, and research into the use of resources in 
late 2009, we changed some of our printed resources. The Medications Reference Guide and the 
Prohibited Substances and Methods Guide were merged to form the Check Your Substances Guide. 

In total, we distributed the following resources during the year:

 4327 Medications Reference Guides

 5091 Prohibited Substances and Methods Guides

 999 Check Your Substances Guides

 10 914 Athlete Testing Guides

 615 Anti-Doping Pure Performance in Sport DVDs

 3510 You can never win your reputation back posters. 

building awareness 
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A particular focus of our communications approach in 2009–10 was a greater emphasis on digital 
marketing and communications, to increase the reach and effectiveness of communications. 

The main elements of this digital marketing framework were a redeveloped website, a new online 
tool—Check Your Substances—and the adoption of additional digital communication channels.

Our redeveloped website was launched by the Minister for Sport, the Hon Kate Ellis MP, in November 
2009. This led to a 3204 per cent increase in page views. The online tool, Check Your Substances, 
was launched with the website. This innovative tool was designed to help Australian athletes, doctors, 
coaches and support personnel determine—immediately and anonymously—whether a substance 
or medication is permitted or prohibited in sport. Being online allows users to search for substances 
anywhere, anytime. 

The popularity of this facility was immediately evident in the number of searches performed and the 
feedback we received. 

MinistEr For sport, 
thE hon KAtE Ellis Mp 
And AthlEtEs At 
thE lAunCh oF thE 
rEdEVElopEd AsAdA 
wEBsitE And ChECK 
your suBstAnCEs tool

AsAdA puBliCAtions And rEputAtion postEr
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table 7: Check Your Substances visitors and searches

individual visitors substance status searches

16 355 38 355

Consistent with our digital marketing framework, we also began to use Google AdWords advertising 
to promote anti-doping messages and awareness campaigns among internet users searching 
Google, using doping-related keywords. We also utilised Facebook advertising to promote anti-doping 
messages among young people interested in sport. 

To keep information flowing and up-to-date, we operate a hotline service where members of the 
sporting community can call our toll-free number to: 

 check the status of substances in sports 

 provide whereabouts information 

 confidentially report doping activity 

 find out about Therapeutic Use Exemptions 

 order ASADA products. 

table 8: ASADA hotline calls

status of substance in sport calls whereabouts or merchandise calls total calls

2338 123 2461

Doping in sport unfailingly attracts significant media attention, requiring us to respond in a way that 
is timely and consistent with our legislation and obligations under the Code. 

Significant media activities for ASADA in 2009–10 included:

 the launch in March 2010 of the AFL 2010 Anti-Doping program, which included the 
introduction of testing for Human Growth Hormone and CERA-EPO 

 the announcement in April 2010 that the NRL will introduce Human Growth Hormone and 
CERA-EPO into their testing program

 the promotion of the World Masters Games Pure Performance program to national and 
international media

 the launch of our new website and the Check Your Substances online tool by the Minister 
for Sport

 securing coverage for Check Your Substances in specialist pharmaceutical print and 
online media

 raising awareness of the key changes to the 2010 World Anti-Doping Code Prohibited List

 targeting anti-doping messages to medical professionals in the Sports Medicine Australia 
publication, Sport Health.

We continue to manage public announcements of anti-doping rule violations in accordance with 
the requirements of our legislation, as specified in appendix B.

We achieved 1119 media placements from the 42 media releases we issued during 2009–10. 
We also responded to 89 enquiries from journalists about anti-doping matters.
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Education 
Education is a key strategy for ASADA in protecting Australia’s sporting integrity. We work closely 
with sporting organisations to develop anti-doping education solutions that are accessible, relevant 
and engaging. In this way we aim to reduce the number of athletes contemplating doping, lower the 
percentage of inadvertent anti-doping rule violations, and raise anti-doping awareness throughout the 
Australian sporting community.

The Education Framework 2009–10 provides comprehensive anti-doping education strategies and 
solutions. These include: 

 live Clean, play Clean seminars – a 1.5 hour multi-media presentation delivered nationally to 
medium and large groups of athletes and support personnel from state and territory institutes 
and academies of sport. The seminars were presented by an ASADA education presenter 
teamed with an Australian Olympic or Paralympic athlete who had been selected to be a sports 
ambassador. The focus of these seminars was to create an awareness of the presence of 
prohibited substances in sport and the risks and consequences associated with their use.

 workshops – a one-hour multi-media presentation to medium and large groups of athletes and 
support personnel by a team of regionally based ASADA education presenters. The workshops 
aim to increase the knowledge of athletes, support personnel and sporting organisations about 
their anti-doping responsibilities and so reduce the risk of athletes inadvertently doping. 

 outreach – ASADA operates outreach and trade stands at major sporting events to promote  
anti-doping messages as well as ASADA and its services to the sporting community. The 
stands provide athletes and support personnel with the opportunity to discuss anti-doping 
issues face-to-face with experienced ASADA staff.

 pure performance dVd – a 30-minute DVD provided to sporting administration bodies 
targeted at elite athletes. 

 pure performance online – a 1.5 hour interactive web-based program, delivered by ASADA’s 
animated facilitator, to make anti-doping education accessible to the whole Australian sporting 
community. The program is in the final stages of development and testing and will be made 
available to key sporting groups in the second quarter of 2010–11. 

AsAdA outrEACh 
sEssion  
AT THE SYDNEY 2009 
WORLD MASTERS GAMES
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 Advocate program – a three-hour face-to-face interactive workshop to be used to train sports 
administrators as anti-doping facilitators. The workshop will be incorporated into our Pure 
Performance Online modules as one of four modules of the Advocate Program in 2010–11.

In 2009–10 we continued to exceed targets for reaching participants through our education and 
communication programs, reaching a total of 12 289 participants, 4289 more than the target of 
8000. This is a 22 per cent increase over 2008–09. 

These participants were educated through: 

 seven Live Clean, Play Clean seminars delivered to 404 athletes and support personnel from 
various state institutes and academies in conjunction with the Australian Olympic Committee

 126 Pure Performance Workshops

 18 outreach/trade stands at events such as Cycling Track Nationals, Basketball U18 
Championships, Triathlon World Championships and Bodybuilding State Titles

 the Pure Performance DVD watched by 850 athletes and support personnel 

 25 anti-doping education sessions run by sports with support and resources from ASADA. 

table 9: Education activities undertaken during 2009–10

program number delivered number of participants

Live Clean, Play Clean seminars 7 404

Pure Performance Workshops 126 4182

Outreach/trade stands 18 5589

Pure Performance facilitators 25 1264

Pure Performance DVD 615 850

total 791 12 289

Partnerships
In designing and delivering awareness-raising and education activities, we work in close cooperation 
with a variety of stakeholders. Following are significant collaborations we undertook in 2009–10:

 We worked closely with the Australian Olympic Committee on two important initiatives, first in 
educating team managers for the Vancouver Olympic Winter Games about anti-doping rules, and 
second, in redeveloping the Live Clean, Play Clean seminars. The seminar program was reviewed 
and redeveloped to meet both parties’ needs and was delivered by ASADA education presenters 
in conjunction with Australian Olympic ambassadors. 

 We partnered with WADA on initiatives to raise awareness and educate athletes and support 
personnel about anti-doping issues for the first Youth Olympic Games, to be held in Singapore in 
August 2010. The Games will see the launch of the WADA Play True Generation Program. 

 We partnered with Salmat, an external online education developer, to develop an online learning 
management system and web-based anti-doping education programs.

 We maintained a partnership with the Queensland Government to pilot the Advocate Program—
an interactive series of workshops for training sports administrators as anti-doping facilitators.
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 We formed an alliance with the Sydney World Masters Games Organising Committee and the 
International Masters Games Association to deliver a Pure Performance program to make sure all 
athletes and support personnel attending the World Masters Games in Sydney in October 2009 
had access to anti-doping information. We set up an outreach booth at the Games which was 
well attended by participants.

 We worked in close partnership with sports such as the AFL, the NRL, the Football Federation 
of Australia and the International Triathlon Union in delivering tailored anti-doping education.

 We fostered alliances with Sports Medicine Australia (Western Australia), enabling us to use the 
skills and expertise of Sports Medicine Australia educators to deliver anti-doping messages to 
athletes and support personnel throughout Western Australia.

 We formed partnerships with various stakeholders (including the Australian Paralympic 
Committee, Cricket Australia, the Australian Institute of Sport, the Tasmanian Institute of 
Sport and the National Elite Sport Council) to begin developing customised anti-doping 
education strategies.

 We gave a presentation at the Association of National Anti-Doping Organisations workshop 
held in Auckland in November 2009 on the value of using athletes as ambassadors at 
outreach events.

Stakeholders, including athletes, support personnel, national sporting organisations and sport 
medical professionals have provided feedback, through a stakeholder survey, on the extent and 
value of our communications and education strategies. The survey established that:

 90 per cent of respondents were satisfied or more than satisfied with ASADA anti-doping 
education being accessible

 91 per cent of respondents were satisfied or more than satisfied that ASADA anti-doping 
education was effective in conveying anti-doping messages

 81 per cent of respondents were satisfied or more than satisfied that ASADA anti-doping 
education was delivered in an efficient manner

 92 per cent of respondents were satisfied or more than satisfied that ASADA anti-doping 
education provided correct and current information

 70 per cent of respondents were satisfied or more than satisfied with the way ASADA educates 
about prohibited substances and methods in sport in Australia

 70 per cent of respondents were satisfied or more than satisfied with the way ASADA educates 
about athlete rights and responsibilities in relation to anti-doping in Australia

 74 per cent of respondents were satisfied or more than satisfied with the way ASADA educates 
about how to find anti-doping information.

Feedback from participants attending anti-doping education sessions indicated that: 

 96 per cent believed that the education activities were effective in raising awareness  
of anti-doping

 95 per cent believed that the education activities delivered were effective in reducing the risk 
of inadvertent doping

 91 per cent believed that the education activities delivered were effective in deterring athletes 
from doping. 
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AdvocAte pRoGRAM

ASADA works closely with sporting administration bodies and state and territory governments 
to find education solutions for their needs.

In 2009–10 we partnered with the Queensland Government (Sport and Recreation/Queensland 
Academy of Sport) to implement our newly developed Advocate Program. The program 
workshops provided participants with the opportunity to: 

 develop their knowledge, skills and values in relation to anti-doping in sport

 access the necessary tools and resources to transfer their understandings to others and 
actively facilitate anti-doping education within their community. 

These knowledge-based sessions also included discussion about how to educate others and how 
to access further anti-doping information.

The Queensland Government promoted the workshop through its sporting networks. The positive 
response from sporting bodies resulted in two half-day Advocate workshops being delivered by 
ASADA, in April and June 2010. Sixty prospective advocates attended the sessions. Advocates 
are now taking the next step in the process by transferring their knowledge and skills to members 
within their own sporting communities.

ASADA supports advocates by providing them with training and access to resources. With more 
trained advocates in each sport, anti-doping education will be more accessible to the sporting 
community, and individual sports will play a bigger role in helping ASADA to maintain a level 
playing field for clean athletes.

cAse studY
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We continue to work with sporting organisations to increase their understanding and adoption of 
their obligations under the Code, so that the Australian Government can be assured that Australian 
sport is meeting its international commitments. We pursue this objective through sports forums, 
liaising with sporting administration bodies and maintaining strong international connections. 

Sports forums
The major sports forums we conducted in 2009–10 were a series of CEO forums held in Canberra, 
Brisbane, Melbourne and Sydney in August and September 2009. These were attended by 84 
participants representing 57 different sporting organisations. 

These breakfast forums provided the opportunity to update sporting organisations on ASADA’s 
programs and initiatives—most notably our education program and the Check Your Substances 
online tool. The presentations were well received and issues raised by participants in the forums 
informed our development of programs and strategies. 

The forums also provided an opportunity for sports to provide feedback on the Athlete Whereabouts 
Online System (AWOS) and the obligation of athletes to provide information on their whereabouts. 
A particular concern expressed by sports was that some athletes were required to submit the 
same whereabouts information several times. While some international athletes were completing 
whereabouts information for ASADA using AWOS, they needed to provide the same information again 
for their international federation using ADAMS. ADAMS is WADA’s Anti-Doping Administration and 
Management System, a web-based database used by some international federations for whereabouts 
management of athletes.

Following feedback from sports, we have:

 upgraded AWOS, to eliminate the need for paper forms

 provided access to AWOS to several international federations, to eliminate the need for athletes 
in these sports to complete dual filings

 begun working with WADA for ‘read-only access’ to ADAMS. Once this agreement is in place, 
we will be able to provide assistance to Australian athletes on the use of the system

 had preliminary discussions with several international federations whose athletes are currently 
completing dual filings of whereabouts, with the aim of achieving a situation where athletes will 
only have to file their whereabouts on one system (probably ADAMS).

Assisting sporting organisations
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Liaison with national sporting bodies 
We worked closely with sporting administration bodies in the lead-up to, and conduct of, 
the Vancouver Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games and the Sydney World Masters Games. 

We partnered with the Sydney World Masters Games Organising Committee and the International 
Masters Games Association, to deliver a Pure Performance program for the event in October 2009. 

We helped to protect the integrity of the Games by:

 clarifying various aspects of the newly adopted WADA-approved Anti-Doping Policy, in particular 
the management of applications for Therapeutic Use Exemptions and results management 
process for the Games 

 providing anti-doping articles for inclusion in the organising committee’s newsletters before the event

 providing content for an anti-doping section in the Games Guide which was distributed to over 
30 000 athletes and support personnel participating in the Games 

 conducting an outreach program and education sessions for athletes and support personnel 
during the registration period in the week before the Games started

 conducting an agreed in-competition testing program during the Games

 facilitating the results management process for Australian athletes where required.

We successfully conducted Pure Performance programs for the Australian teams for the Vancouver 
Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games in February 2010. The Pure Performance programs involved 
a multi-faceted anti-doping program conducted over the 12 months leading into the Games. The 
teams were subject to the most rigorous anti-doping measures ever put in place. 

The Pure Performance programs integrated a number of testing and non-testing elements:

 athletes competing at the Games were given the opportunity to attend an ASADA anti-doping 
education session and all received hard copies of relevant ASADA anti-doping publications

 every athlete was subject to doping control before the Games, and additional target testing was 
conducted on athletes in identified at-risk sports

 samples from a number of medal contenders and athletes in at-risk sports were placed into our 
long-term storage facility, the Tank.

AsAdA EduCAtion 
sEssion
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International engagement
Sport crosses many boundaries. To successfully carry out our legislative mandate, we forge open 
and constructive relationships with our international stakeholders to maintain a level playing field 
in sport globally. 

In 2009–10 we maintained strong international connections, with a view to increasing our 
influence on strategic decision-making at the international level, contributing to harmonisation and 
information-sharing, partnering with relevant organisations to plan and deliver anti-doping programs 
at international events conducted in Australia, and contributing to the development of anti-doping 
programs worldwide, with a particular focus on the Asia-Pacific Region. 

Representatives of ASADA attended the following events:

 the unEsCo Conference of parties to the international Convention against doping in sport 
in paris, november 2009 

The then Chair, Mr Richard Ings, attended this meeting on behalf of ASADA. The purpose of the 
meeting was to review the progress made by the Secretariat to promote the convention since the 
First Session of the Conference of Parties in 2007.

At the time of the conference, 128 Member States of UNESCO had ratified, accepted, adopted 
or acceded to the convention. These States parties are relatively evenly distributed across all five 
of the program regions of UNESCO. 

The conference decided to substantially increase the funds available to governments to help 
them implement the convention under the Fund for the Elimination of Doping in Sport. 

Three priority areas for investment for the fund were affirmed: (1) education projects 
focusing on youth and sports organisations; (2) policy advice; and (3) mentoring or capacity 
development programs. 

The conference also endorsed the electronic system to monitor the convention. The conference 
unanimously adopted the 2010 Prohibited List (Annex I of the convention), ensuring that 
both governments and the sports movement apply the same list of prohibited substances 
and methods. 

The conference will meet again in 2011, by which time it is hoped that all 193 Member States 
of UNESCO will have ratified the convention. 

 wAdA regional seminar in tokyo, March 2010

ASADA presented at this seminar on its investigations and intelligence framework. The seminar 
also provided an opportunity to discuss possible areas of cooperation with our counterpart 
agency in India.

 the 7th Asia/oceania intergovernmental Meeting in delhi, May 2010 

The Intergovernmental Meeting was co-hosted by the Indian Government and WADA, and was 
attended by over 50 delegates from about 25 countries. We provided further presentations on 
our investigations and intelligence program at the meeting. The meeting also provided further 
opportunities to pursue areas for cooperation with India. 

A strong relationship with WADA is a critical element in our international engagement strategy. WADA 
is the international independent organisation created in 1999 to promote, coordinate and monitor the 
fight against doping in sport in all its forms.
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In 2009–10 ASADA attended the following WADA forums:

 wAdA world wide drug information database meeting in Montreal, november 2009 

WADA is planning the launch of a World Wide Web-based drug information database on the 
status of drugs in sport. The Montreal meeting brought together representatives from countries 
which had already developed their own database to inform the development of the WADA 
database. We were able to share our experience in developing and implementing the Check 
Your Substances online tool. 

 wAdA research working group meeting in Montreal, April 2010

WADA organised this working group to foster greater harmonisation in the allocation of resources 
to research and avoid duplication. As an outcome of the meeting, countries will notify WADA of 
areas of research being conducted, with a view to facilitating collaboration in relevant areas.

 wAdA symposium for Anti-doping organisations in lausanne, April 2010

ASADA attended this symposium which explored ongoing structural change to world anti-doping 
programs, assistance and guidance on conducting physiological risk assessments, appropriate 
Test Distribution Plans and proportionate Registered Testing Pools, and clarification of the role 
of ADAMS in supporting effective communication and sharing of information. 

WADA is responsible for annually updating the Prohibited List, the list of substances and methods 
prohibited in sports. In consultation with national sporting organisations, ASADA provided technical 
input to the Department of Health and Ageing, which makes the Australian Government’s submission 
to WADA for the annual update. The Department also received technical input from the Australian 
Sports Drug Medical Advisory Committee and the Australian Sports Drug Testing Laboratory.

Australia is a member of the International Anti-Doping Arrangement (IADA) Steering Group, which 
aims to influence the international sporting community through continuous improvement and best 
practice. Other member countries include the United Kingdom, Sweden, South Africa, New Zealand, 
Norway, Canada, Denmark and Finland. 

The then ASADA Chair, Mr Richard Ings, attended the meeting of the Steering Group held in 
Stockholm in November 2009 and presented a paper on the ‘Application of intelligence and 
investigative capability to anti-doping’. The meeting also discussed compliance with the Code, the 
fight against doping outside organised sport, and IADA’s mandate and plan of action.

ASADA representatives attended both Association of National Anti-Doping Organisations (ANADO) 
conferences held in 2009 –10. At the ANADO workshop held in Auckland in November 2009, we 
gave a presentation on our experience in using athlete ambassadors to deliver anti-doping education 
messages. We also participated in discussions on the practical implementation of the revised 
whereabouts provisions. Following the meeting, a draft implementation guideline was produced 
by ANADO that reflected the methodology we had used. 

ASADA attended the ANADO meeting in Bucharest in April 2010. The meeting focused on 
the lessons learned from implementation of the revised International Standard for Testing and 
the way forward in harmonising programs between national anti-doping organisations and 
international federations.
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Other international engagements

oceania Regional Anti-doping organisation doping control officer training and education workshop 
in suva, January 2010

At the request of the Oceania Regional Anti-Doping Organisation, we provided an experienced 
Doping Control Officer to facilitate the re-accreditation component of the inaugural ORADO DCO 
Training and Education Workshop that was conducted from 18–21 January in Suva, Fiji.

international visitors

In November 2009 we hosted representatives from the New Zealand, French and South African  
anti-doping agencies and provided briefings on our activities and programs, with a special emphasis 
on our investigations capabilities. 

harmonisation 

We have entered into a number of agreements to share whereabouts information for identified 
international level athletes. We now have agreements with the: 

 Union Cycliste International

 International Association of Athletics Federations

 International Triathlon Union

 World Triathlon Corporation

 Fédération Internationale des Sociétés d’Aviron 

 International Canoe Federation 

 Association of National Anti-Doping Organisations Anti-Doping Service

 Swiss National anti-doping organisation.

building an indian anti-doping capability

In the 2009–10 Additional Estimates, the Australian Government provided ASADA with $468 000 
($237 000 in 2009–10 and $231 000 in 2010–11) to help build India’s anti-doping capability. 
This funding was provided for the lead-up to the Delhi 2010 Commonwealth Games as well as 
leaving a legacy for the Indian National Anti-Doping Agency (NADA).

The objectives of this project are:

 to enable us to make our expertise available to the NADA through secondments of relevant 
Indian officials, and making our staff available to visit India to provide expert advice and training 
to the NADA in the lead-up to the Delhi 2010 Commonwealth Games

 to help the NADA develop the policies and procedures necessary for ISO accreditation of its 
detection and education programs after the Games. 

During 2009–10 we had a number of communications, including face-to-face discussions with the 
NADA relating to the development of their anti-doping framework. We also liaised with the Organising 
Committee of the Commonwealth Games Delhi, offering support and assistance in the lead-up to the 
2010 Delhi Commonwealth Games. We will continue to liaise with the NADA in the coming year to 
offer our assistance. 
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detection

We continue to develop and deliver quality, holistic and high-impact programs that maximise the 
detection of potential anti-doping rule violations. Australian athletes have a well deserved reputation 
for being clean, but this is not something that can be taken for granted. No country is immune to the 
risk of doping in sport.

Our detection program focuses on investigating allegations of doping and conducting doping 
control activities. The foundations of the program, which integrates testing, intelligence 
and investigation, have been built up over four years. As a result, we are at the forefront of 
intelligence-based targeted testing, where intelligence acquired from a number of resources 
is analysed and used to drive testing.

We also operate a long-term storage facility, the Tank, which allows future advances in analytical 
technology to be applied to samples collected from athletes today. If an athlete is using a prohibited 
substance not yet detectable, that athlete will have to beat the next eight years of future testing 
technology to avoid detection and sanction.

National testing program
Our national testing program is a comprehensive and cost-effective anti-doping program that is 
specific to sports and individual athletes. Its objective is to detect and deter the use of prohibited 
substances and/or methods.

The comprehensive sample collection and testing program is based on an annual Test Distribution 
Plan which allocates tests across a range of Australian sports in accordance with criteria specified 
in the WADA International Standard for Testing.

The sample collection program is conducted in accordance with 
the International Standard for Testing, the Code, and ASADA’s 
National Anti-Doping (NAD) scheme. The program, supported by 
government funding and user-pays arrangements, incorporates 
a scientific and intelligence-driven targeted Test Distribution Plan 
involving in-competition and out-of-competition doping control, with 
an emphasis on no-advance-notice doping control.

In 2009–10 our intelligence-based targeted testing contributed to 
the elimination of doping in sport internationally as well as nationally. 
In this period we conducted 3829 government-funded tests across 
56 sports and 2777 user-pays tests for Australian sporting bodies and 
other organisations (see table 10). 

tEsting Kit
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Pure Performance programs
To drive pure performance in Australian sport, ASADA collaborated with peak bodies and other 
organisations to ensure all athletes representing Australia at the Vancouver Olympic and Paralympic 
Winter Games and the Delhi 2010 Commonwealth Games were subject to doping control leading 
up to the events. These organisations included the Australian Olympic Committee, the Australian 
Commonwealth Games Association and relevant national sporting organisations.

By working closely with the Australian Olympic Committee, the Australian Paralympic Committee and 
national sporting organisations to keep abreast of team selections and individual athlete movements 
throughout their preparation for the Vancouver Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games, we were 
successful in ensuring that all athletes representing Australia at the Games were subjected to 
doping control.

In the lead-up to the Delhi 2010 Commonwealth Games in India, we have worked closely with the 
Australian Commonwealth Games Association and national sporting organisations to conduct a 
Pure Performance program. This program will ensure that potential athletes representing Australia 
are tested in the 12 months before the Games. Of the known Commonwealth Games shadow team, 
73 per cent were tested at least once between October 2009 and 30 June 2010, with 45 per cent 
of these athletes being tested between two and five times during this period. 

User-pays tests
ASADA contracts with a number of sporting administration bodies (such as the AFL, the NRL, 
the Australian Rugby Union, the Football Federation Australia and Cricket Australia) to provide 
comprehensive testing programs. We also conducted sample collections at a number of international 
sporting events during 2009–10, in sports such as cycling, athletics, triathlon and shooting under 
user-pays arrangements with WADA and ANADO. 

In 2009–10, user-pays contractual arrangements were also extended to the Queensland, South 
Australian and Western Australian governments, to provide doping control for athletes competing 
at state and territory level. 

In March 2010, ASADA and the AFL announced the signing of the AFL’s biggest ever anti-doping 
agreement, incorporating Human Growth Hormone and CERA-EPO testing for the first time in a  
user-pays contract in Australia. ASADA worked closely with the AFL to design this leading-edge 
testing program, which includes over 1000 tests, and began implementing the program in 2009–10. 

In April 2010, ASADA and the NRL announced the signing of the NRL’s most comprehensive 
anti-doping agreement, incorporating Human Growth Hormone and CERA-EPO testing. ASADA 
will implement this program throughout 2010 and 2011. 

These agreements demonstrate both our ongoing commitment and dedication to working closely 
with sports to develop world-leading testing programs, and the commitment of major sporting 
organisations like the AFL and NRL to achieve pure performance in sport.
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table 10: Anti-doping tests conducted by ASADA in 2009–10

Client test type total tests completed

Government-funded tests

Out-of-competition 2283

In-competition 1546

Total of government-funded tests 3829

User-pays tests 

Out-of-competition 1832

In-competition 945

Total user-pays 2777

total 6606

The Tank
Our long-term storage facility, the Tank, is located at the Australian Sports Drug Testing Laboratory 
in Sydney. The Tank is used to freeze athlete blood and urine samples for possible re-testing using 
future analytical technology. Under the Code, a doping violation may be commenced against an 
athlete up to eight years after the alleged event. The Tank provides storage for samples for future 
analysis as detection capabilities improve over time.

This initiative widens the anti-doping net even further and reinforces our deterrence activities. 
Already, some substances such as CERA-EPO, undetectable only two years ago, are now 
detectable following advances in technology. 

The Tank contains samples collected from athletes representing Australia at the Vancouver Olympic 
and Paralympic Winter Games. 

proViding A Blood sAMplE
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Accreditation of Doping Control Officers and Chaperones
During 2009–10 we undertook several significant projects to recruit and train field staff, of which the 
following were notable: 

 We conducted a major recruitment drive to increase our sample collection capacity, with over 60 
new Chaperones recruited and trained across all states and territories. Chaperones are employed 
as casual staff, under the direction of a Doping Control Officer (DCO), to take responsibility for 
notifying athletes of their selection for doping control and accompanying the athlete through the 
sample collection process. 

 We held our annual Doping Control Officer Conference in November 2009, at which our 29 DCO 
staff were re-accredited in line with the International Standard for Testing. This conference is a 
major component of the annual re-accreditation process for DCOs. 

 We conducted our bi-annual Chaperone Re-accreditation Program, in June 2010, to make sure 
that all ASADA Chaperones are accredited in line with the International Standard for Testing. 

We also provided doping control expertise at the Vancouver Olympic Winter Games, where the two 
ASADA DCOs representing Australia were commended by the Vancouver Organizing Committee for 
the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games for their professionalism and excellent work ethic. 

table 11: Doping control facts and figures 2009–10

6606 Total samples collected

65 Countries from which athletes were selected for doping control

2208 Athletes in the Registered and Domestic Testing Pools

1530 Blood samples collected

99.9% Samples collected with no-advance-notice

110 Tests completed on athletes representing Australia at the Vancouver Olympic and Paralympic 
Winter Games

1071 Tests completed on potential athletes representing Australia at the Delhi 2010 Commonwealth 
Games 

1401 Samples stored in the Tank

investigations and intelligence

Under our legislation, ASADA has the power to investigate possible violations of anti-doping rules 
to determine whether there is evidence of an anti-doping rule violation as defined by the National 
Anti-Doping scheme and the Code.

Investigations are conducted in accordance with Australian Government Investigation Standards 
using intelligence practices consistent with the best standards of other Australian Government 
agencies with intelligence capabilities.

We have continuously improved our overall investigative and intelligence capability and capacity 
with significant enhancements driven by experts with contemporary law enforcement backgrounds. 
A major enhancement implemented in 2009–10 was the purchase of dedicated intelligence 
analytical software to support our anti-doping programs.
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Following a review of our investigations and intelligence policies and procedures, and reflecting 
the diversity of our work, during the year we developed three separate manuals for intelligence, 
investigations and management of our case and intelligence system. A full-time Intelligence Manager 
was appointed in September 2009 to build up our tactical and operational intelligence capability. 
These initiatives have placed us in a good position to meet future challenges.

Good relationships between ASADA and relevant government and non-government agencies are 
critical to eliminating doping in sport. One of our vital partnerships is with the Australian Customs and 
Border Protection Service (Customs), the agency responsible for seizing importations of prohibited 
substances entering Australia. During the year, we continually received assistance from Customs 
while also working collaboratively on a number of individual investigations. In 2009–10 we analysed 
2105 referrals of Performance and Image Enhancing Drugs. 

Our relationships with various state police forces have also developed over the year. Formal 
memoranda of understanding have been signed with the NSW Police Force, the Victoria Police, 
the Northern Territory Police and the Tasmania Police. Negotiations are also under way to formalise 
relationships with other police jurisdictions, including Queensland, South Australia and Western 
Australia, and federal law enforcement agencies. 

During 2009–10 we analysed 327 incident reports, of which 139 progressed to intelligence case 
status. Of these matters, 58 derived from external notification incidents (including 28 from Customs 
and 10 from state law enforcement), 34 from tip-offs, 18 from field incidents, 28 from scientific 
analysis incidents and one from an athlete whereabouts incident.

Twenty-five intelligence cases advanced to investigation case status and 13 matters were referred 
to our legal team during the period. 

Athlete whereabouts
The revised Code and International Standard for Testing that came into force on 1 January 2009 
globally standardised the whereabouts obligations for athletes subject to the Code. The Athlete 
Whereabouts Policy was again revised from July 2009 to take account of practical experience 
in implementing the International Standard for Testing.

pErForMAnCE And 
iMAgE EnhAnCing 
drugs

IMAGE COURTESY 
OF THE AUSTRALIAN 
CUSTOMS AND BORDER 
PROTECTION SERVICE
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Since 1 January 2009, athletes in our Registered Testing Pool (RTP) (that is, the pool of athletes who 
must give us daily whereabouts information) have been required to provide additional whereabouts 
information in the form of a schedule of regular locations (for example, their training, home and/or 
work locations). This information allows us to conduct no-advance-notice, out-of-competition testing. 

We have made a significant effort to help RTP athletes meet their whereabouts obligations, including:

 enhancing the Athlete Whereabouts Online System (AWOS) to cater for the changed filing 
requirements of the International Standard for Testing

 24/7 online access to AWOS

 a hotline for athletes to update their whereabouts over the phone

 quarterly information packs for all RTP athletes

 reminder letters or emails and/or reminder SMS messages 

 dedicated whereabouts staff to provide assistance to new and existing RTP athletes to complete 
the filing and updating process. 

For 2009–10 these efforts resulted in approximately 98 per cent of RTP athletes submitting 
their whereabouts information online and 95 per cent of RTP athletes being compliant with their 
whereabouts obligations.

cAse studY

AsAdA pARtneRship with AustRAliAn lAw enfoRceMent

An Australian Muaythai martial arts athlete accepted a two-year sanction for the possession and 
use of Human Growth Hormone (hGH). This was the result of a search warrant conducted by the 
Queensland Police Service at the athlete’s residence. The sanction was imposed by the Oceania 
Muaythai Federation following an investigation by ASADA.

Investigations into the possession and use of hGH began when the Queensland Police Service 
executed a search warrant at an address in Brisbane where they discovered the athlete in 
possession of hGH. The athlete subsequently pleaded guilty to the charge of possessing 
dangerous drugs in the Brisbane Magistrate’s Court.

ASADA followed this matter up with the Queensland Police Service, which was able to provide 
evidence relating to the athlete’s possession and attempted use of hGH. This evidence was 
crucial in proving a serious violation of anti-doping rules. 

Following an investigation by ASADA, the matter was referred to the Oceania Muaythai 
Federation as a violation of anti-doping rules, which imposed a two-year period of ineligibility 
against the athlete.
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Until 31 December 2009, ASADA was required by legislation to establish and maintain a Register of 
Findings (RoF), which is a formal record of decisions on anti-doping rule violations and associated 
matters. From 1 January 2010, the newly established independent Anti-Doping Rule Violation Panel 
(ADRVP) became responsible for maintaining the RoF.

From 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009, ASADA entered 19 athletes’ names and details on to the 
RoF. Since 1 January 2010, the ADRVP has entered 10 athletes onto the RoF. 

The total number of athletes entered onto the RoF for 2009–10 is 29. The same number of entries 
had been placed on the RoF in the previous financial year.

The sports involved in RoF entries for 2009–10 were rugby league (8); bodybuilding (4); baseball 
and cycling (3 each); powerlifting and weightlifting (2 each); and basketball, golf, tennis, surf 
lifesaving, motorsports, athletics and Oceania Muaythai martial arts (1 each).

The substances involved in anti-doping matters for 2009–10 are listed in table 12.

table 12: Substances involved in anti-doping matters 2009–10

Class of substance number of matters substances involved

1 – Anabolic agents 13 Stanozolol, Clenbuterol, Nandrolone, 
Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), 
Testosterone and Methandienone

2 – Peptide hormones, growth factors 
and related substances

3 Erythropoietin (EPO) and Human 
Growth Hormone (hGH)

4 – Hormone antagonists and modulators 1 Anastrozole

5 – Diuretics and other masking agents 1 Furosemide

6 – Stimulants 4 Heptaminol, Methylhexanamine  
and MDMA/MDA

8 – Cannabinoids 6 Cannabis

9 – Glucocorticosteroids 1 Prednisone/Prednisolone

note: Some athletes commit violations involving more than one class of substance (i.e. Testosterone (class 1) 
and Prednisone (class 9)).

The breakdown of anti-doping rule violations for RoF entries for 2009–10 is provided in table 13. 

enforcement
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table 13: Breakdown of anti-doping rule violations 2009 –10

Category of anti-doping rule violation number of violations

Presence 19

Use/attempted use 18/6

Failure to comply/refusal 1

Whereabouts violations 1

Possession 4

note: Athletes frequently commit more than one anti-doping rule violation at one time (i.e. ‘presence’ and ‘use’)

Of the 29 entries onto the RoF:

 twenty-one athletes or support personnel waived their right to a hearing and accepted they had 
committed an anti-doping rule violation. One athlete elected to have a hearing and later accepted 
ASADA’s finding before the conclusion of the hearing

 two athletes exercised their right to a hearing before the relevant sporting tribunal. The findings 
were upheld in both of these matters. One athlete from 2008–09 exercised their right to a 
hearing during 2009 –10. ASADA’s findings were also upheld in this matter

 six matters involved sport policies that required a hearing, even in cases where the athlete chose 
not to challenge the violation

 the remaining matters were not yet at a stage where the athlete’s timeframe to elect a hearing 
had expired.

ASADA was involved in five hearings at various courts and sporting tribunals during the year. 
This involved presenting cases for the tribunal’s consideration and making submissions in regard 
to anti-doping rule violations.

Further details of publicly announced entries onto the RoF are at appendix B.

Figure 4 shows the number of athletes or support personnel placed on the RoF, or the Register 
of Notifiable Events for the Australian Sports Drug Agency (ASDA), from 2002–03 to 2009–10.
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Figure 4: Number of athletes and support personnel recording anti-doping rule violations
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Our corporate governance arrangements continue to comply with statutory and other external 
requirements, and aim to achieve sound and accountable administration and financial management. 
In this way we achieve the efficient, effective and ethical use of resources.

The main areas of corporate governance practices are:

 Management structure – senior management responsibilities, organisational structure, 
and senior committees operating with suitable terms of reference, appropriate controls and 
appropriate monitoring of activity and performance. 

 Management environment – we have a coherent corporate planning framework, aligning vision, 
strategies, planning processes and performance measures to meet clearly articulated goals. 
This is enhanced through leadership protocols, investing in people, a learning environment, 
and workforce planning. 

 Consistency and compliance – our management and staff adhere to the Australian Public 
Service (APS) Values and Code of Conduct when undertaking their duties and functions. 
This is underpinned by the ongoing development and maintenance of systems, including a 
financial management accreditation system that provides guidance on policies, procedures 
and behaviours. 

 Monitoring and reporting – we maintain a focus on efficient and effective business and financial 
performance. This is achieved through regular reporting against key performance indicators and 
the ongoing evaluation and review of programs and performance. 

Corporate and operational planning
The ASADA Strategic Plan 2008–11 sets out the goals and strategies adopted to achieve our 
objectives and purpose of protecting Australia’s sporting integrity through the elimination of doping.

The Strategic Plan identifies six organisational goals, which are re-validated annually. The goals are to:

goal 1 –  Be an influential leader in anti-doping in sport

goal 2 –  Establish a level playing field for clean athletes

goal 3 –   Build and maintain relationships that are based on principles of respect, openness, 
responsiveness and integrity

goal 4 –  Make ethical and fair decisions under our legislation, and ensure prudent management 
of our budget, openness and accountability

goal 5 – Attract high-quality people and maximise their potential

goal 6 – Create a culture of shared leadership across the organisation.

Each goal has a series of associated strategies and expected performance outcomes.

corporate governance
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Annual business plans articulate the key actions to be undertaken each year to implement the goals 
and strategies in the Strategic Plan. Annual operational plans for each business unit then describe 
how each unit will contribute to the key actions.

Our general business planning is augmented by functional strategic plans, such as the Education 
Plan, Test Distribution Plan and Strategic Communications Plan.

Organisational structure and Senior Executive arrangements
Before 1 January 2010, the ASADA Chair was the Chief Executive for the purposes of the Financial 
Management and Accountability Act (FMA Act) and the Agency Head for the purposes of the Public 
Service Act. 

From 1 January 2010, the newly-established position of Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of ASADA 
assumed the FMA Act and the Public Service Act management powers and functions formerly 
held by the ASADA Chair. The ASADA CEO is now accountable for our management and strategic 
leadership.

In turn:

 each Senior Executive General Manager is accountable for their own group’s management and 
leadership 

 each Business Unit Director is accountable for their unit’s management and strategic leadership. 

During 2009–10 ASADA operated with two groups:

 the Anti-Doping Programs and Legal Services Group, headed by Ms Geetha Nair as General 
Manager, is responsible for the design and delivery of a range of anti-doping programs and 
activities, liaison with athletes, support personnel and sporting organisations, management 
of cases of possible anti-doping rule violations and the presentation of these cases to 
relevant tribunals

 the Corporate Services Group, headed by Mr Kevin Isaacs as Chief Operating Officer, 
is responsible for providing the key support elements necessary to ensure the effective, 
efficient, ethical and accountable delivery of ASADA’s outcome.

AsAdA ExECutiVE tEAM l–r  
GEETHA NAIR 
(GENERAL MANAGER, 
ANTI-DOPING PROGRAMS 
AND LEGAL SERVICES), 
AURORA ANDRUSKA 
(CHIEF ExECUTIVE OFFICER) 
AND KEVIN ISAACS 
(CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER)
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The position of General Manager, Anti-Doping Programs and Legal Services, is currently occupied 
under a contract for services with the Australian Government Solicitor.

The remuneration for the Chief Operating Officer is set by a determination under Section 24 of the 
Public Service Act. 

ASADA’s structure at 30 June 2010 is set out in figure 5.

Figure 5: Organisational structure at 30 June 2010
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS

Governance committees

Audit coMMittee

The Audit Committee is a central element of ASADA’s governance. It is established by our CEO 
in accordance with section 46 of the FMA Act and Financial Management and Accountability 
Orders 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. 

The role of the Audit Committee is to provide independent assurance and assistance to the CEO 
to meet the responsibilities under the FMA Act. The Audit Committee reviews risk, control and 
compliance frameworks and external accountability responsibilities.

The Audit Committee comprises three independent members: Ms Jennifer Clark (Chair), 
Mr David Lawler and Mr Peter Kennedy. 

Representatives from the Australian National Audit Office, ASADA’s internal auditors (Deloitte), 
the CEO, the Chief Operating Officer and the Chief Financial Officer attended all Audit Committee 
meetings. There were four meetings held during 2009–10.

The Audit Committee operates a rolling annual program designed to cover its responsibilities under 
its charter in the areas of risk management, external accountability, the control framework, legislative 
compliance, external audit and internal audit. 
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occupAtionAl heAlth And sAfetY coMMittee

The Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Committee is a formal structure which provides 
management and employees with a consultative forum to discuss and resolve OHS issues in the 
workplace. The committee comprises the Chief Operating Officer, the Director, Human Resources 
and elected Health and Safety Representatives.

The OHS Committee operates according to the defined OHS legislative requirements. 

woRkplAce consultAtive coMMittee

The Workplace Consultative Committee is the formal consultative body established under the ASADA 
Collective Agreement 2009–12. We are committed to consulting with our employees about workplace 
matters affecting them. The Workplace Consultative Committee is responsible for promoting cooperative 
workplace relations within ASADA, providing advice and assistance to employees, representing 
employees in the development and implementation of people-related policies, procedures and 
initiatives, and resolving workplace issues in accordance with dispute resolution procedures.

The Workplace Consultative Committee comprises the Chief Operating Officer, the Director, Human 
Resources, four elected staff representatives and a Community and Public Sector Union representative.

senioR MAnAGeMent GRoup

Our Senior Management Group comprises the CEO, Chief Operating Officer and General Manager 
Anti-Doping Programs and Legal Services, as well as ASADA’s Business Unit Directors – the Chief 
Financial Officer; Director, Legal Services and Results Management; Director, Investigations and 
Intelligence; Director, Strategic Partnerships; Director, Testing and Sport Operations; Director, 
Marketing and Communications; Director, Human Resources; and Director, Information and Security.

The Senior Management Group is responsible for: 

 developing strategic directions, priorities and policies

 monitoring the achievement of objectives

 ensuring the efficient, effective and ethical use of resources 

 monitoring accountability and compliance obligations. 

As well as considering specific strategic and corporate management issues as they arise, at its 
monthly meetings the Senior Management Group deals with the following standing agenda:

 ASADA strategic risks

 OHS issues

 human resource management issues

 expense and revenue monitoring

 monitoring of progress on the implementation of recommendations of internal and external audits

 monitoring progress towards achievement of ASADA strategic and business plans, and 
key actions.
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Risk management
We are committed to a comprehensive, coordinated and systematic approach to the management of 
risk, directing efforts towards helping managers anticipate uncertain events, exploit opportunities and 
respond appropriately to potential weaknesses.

Our Corporate Policy and Framework for Managing Risk and associated guidelines were developed 
in 2007, and are consistent with the Australian/New Zealand Standard for Risk Management,  
AS/NZS 4360:2004, then in operation. Our Risk Management Framework will be reviewed during 
2010–11. While this review was expected to occur during 2009–10, other priorities (including the 
need to refresh the Fraud Control Plan in accordance with the timeframes set out in the Financial 
Management and Accountability Orders) meant that resources could not be allocated to this task.

A review of the Risk Management Framework in the upcoming year gives us the opportunity to 
benchmark arrangements against the new Australian/New Zealand Standard for Risk Management, 
AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009, introduced in November 2009.

opeRAtionAl And finAnciAl Risks 

Operational and financial risk identification in ASADA occurs at several levels:

 The Senior Management Group identifies the key strategic risks that apply across all operations 
and these risks are taken into account in the annual Business Plans.

 General Managers and Business Unit Directors identify the main pressures, challenges, and risks 
that may affect the objectives in annual operational plans for each business unit. This includes 
consideration of the strategic risks identified by the Senior Management Group. 

Risk-mitigation plans have been developed for all risks identified as high or significant.

Financial risk is managed through a range of specific initiatives, including: 

 Chief Executive Instructions and associated procedural rules, which are available to all staff 
and give effect to FMA Act requirements. These instructions and rules set out responsibilities 
and procedures that provide an overarching framework for transparent and accountable 
financial management. They also contain topics relating specifically to risk management and 
internal accountability

 a system of financial delegations which ensures that commitment and spending authorities rest 
with appropriate staff who are informed of their responsibilities

 the Internal Audit Plan, which identifies services and functions for auditing. This plan 
incorporates issues raised by the Australian National Audit Office in its financial audits of ASADA, 
policy evaluations, previous internal audits and strategic risk management issues and, where 
appropriate, recent Australian National Audit Office reports on cross-agency matters. 

Risk management and insurable risks are aligned through Comcover and Comcare. 

Monitoring of risk occurs through: 

 weekly monitoring of significant operational risks by the CEO and Senior Executives

 regular monitoring of business unit operational risks by Business Unit Directors

 monthly monitoring of strategic risks by the Senior Management Group

 quarterly reports to the Audit Committee on Risk Management.
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business continuitY MAnAGeMent

During 2009–10 the Business Continuity Management Plan was revised taking into account 
guidance contained in the Australian National Audit Office’s Better Practice Guide on Business 
Continuity Management: June 2009.

The Business Continuity Management Plan covers:

 a business impact analysis identifying critical business processes for achieving our 
business objectives

 the business disruption framework that will provide processes and guidance to manage 
a business disruption

 guidance on incident management

 contingency plans for individual Business Units and specific functions. 

fRAud Risk

During 2009–10 we:

 conducted a full Fraud Risk Assessment

 undertook a full assessment of the Fraud Control Plan 2007–09

 developed a Fraud Control Plan 2009–2011. 

The Fraud Control Plan 2009–11, and the associated Fraud Risk Assessment, comply with the 
Commonwealth Fraud Control Guidelines. The Fraud Control Plan puts appropriate strategies in 
place to manage our fraud risks. The plan addresses the key elements of:

 preparedness – management support through ‘setting an appropriate tone at the top’ and 
establishing governance arrangements which promote an overall anti-fraud culture within ASADA

 prevention – understanding the sources and potential impacts of fraud by identifying and 
assessing risks based on the application of existing controls that prevent, detect and deter the 
threat of fraud

 response – through the establishment of appropriate channels for reporting fraud and 
detection mechanisms

 recovery – through administrative, civil or criminal processes and an examination of the lessons 
learnt to further refine fraud control strategies and enhance internal and other controls.

Our Fraud Control Plan also ensures we have appropriate fraud prevention, detection, investigation 
and reporting procedures and processes in place. We provide annual fraud data to the Australian 
Institute of Criminology. There were no instances of fraud during 2009–10.

infoRMAtion technoloGY Risks

During 2009–10 we developed and implemented a contingency plan to deal with any risks to the 
efficient operation of our Information Technology (IT) applications. This plan sets out alternative 
methods and processes to use so that work can continue while the information and communications 
technology environment is being restored.

IT instructions for ASADA personnel address requirements to protect IT information holdings and 
secure operation. The IT Framework provides IT personnel with relevant information to maintain and 
rectify issues associated with the ASADA network. These instructions are based on the protective 
security policies and standards in the Australian Protective Security Manual and the Australian 
Government Information and Communications Technology Security Manual.
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Ethical standards 
We are committed to promoting and supporting the APS Values and Code of Conduct, as set out in 
the Public Service Act. Our Performance Management System includes adherence to the Values and 
the Code of Conduct as a key performance requirement for all staff.

In addition, Goal 4 of our 2008–11 Strategic Plan commits us to ‘make ethical and fair decisions 
under our legislation, and ensure prudent management of our budget, openness and accountability’. 
The strategies under this goal include:

 ensuring staff (at all levels) are aware of, and comply with, our accountability framework

 ensuring that quality obligations underpin our work, systems and processes 

 adopting a disciplined financial management approach

 ensuring that reporting obligations provide an accurate assessment of our work and the 
results achieved.

Our Chief Executive Instructions include guidance on ethical issues, such as conflicts of interest and 
receiving gifts and benefits. Ethical issues are also canvassed in the internal Financial Management 
Accreditation scheme.

During 2009–10 the Australian Public Service Commission’s Ethics Advisory Service was promoted to 
all staff, making extensive use of their publications to raise awareness of ethical issues. (Publications 
included In whose interests – preventing and managing conflicts of interest in the APS and Respect 
– promoting a culture free from harassment and bullying in the APS.) Awareness was reinforced by 
an all-staff briefing from the Merit Protection Commissioner. 

Social justice and equity impacts
The importance of clients having equitable access to the full range of our services is well recognised 
and our Customer Service Charter commits to making sure this occurs. We work with clients to 
match services to individual circumstances, explaining decisions and advising clients of their rights 
and responsibilities.

We have mechanisms in place for people to make complaints, and procedures to ensure complaints 
are dealt with promptly. Complainants are advised of the action taken in response to their complaint 
and of the further avenues of recourse available to them if they are still dissatisfied.

We adhere to the principles of natural justice and procedural fairness enshrined in our governing 
legislation. These are carried through in the operating procedures for doping control and results-
management processes.

Internally, we have developed a Diversity Plan and conducted diversity awareness sessions for all 
staff. For more information, see ‘Workplace diversity’ on page 63. 

Internal audits
Our internal audit services are provided by Deloitte and monitored by the Audit Committee. 

Our Strategic Internal Audit Plan for 2009–12 was endorsed by the Audit Committee in August 2009.
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The plan took into account:

 identified strategic risks 

 the Fraud Control Plan

 the results of the Certificate of Compliance processes

 feedback from the Executive team and the Senior Management Group.

The following internal audits were conducted during 2009–10:

 testing processes

 information management and privacy

 recognition of accrued user-pays revenue

 fringe benefits tax arrangements.

Record keeping
Our record keeping practices comply with the Archives Act 1983. They are reviewed regularly 
to maintain compliance.

We have developed a draft retention authority for our functional records and we have submitted 
this draft to the National Archives of Australia for approval. We have also begun a knowledge 
management process throughout the organisation.

Quality management
compliance with iso 9001:2008

As part of our ongoing annual certification audit program, a surveillance audit of the Quality 
Management System was conducted in March 2010 based on the ISO 9001:2008 standard. 
The successful completion of this audit resulted in us being re-certified as meeting the requirements 
of ISO 9001:2008. The three-year period of certification is due to expire in April 2012, subject to 
ongoing satisfactory surveillance audits.

The ISO 9001:2008 certification covers the Quality Management System associated with the 
planning and provision of a doping control program and related activities in accordance with the:

 World Anti-Doping Code (the Code)

 International Standard for Testing 

 International Standard for Therapeutic Use Exemptions (TUE)

 Guidelines for Bodies Operating Certification of Quality Systems for Doping Control Programs.

The services and related activities are:

 collection of athletes’ urine and/or blood samples

 management of TUEs

 procurement of secure transport and phlebotomy services

 procurement of contract analyses for detection of prohibited substances or methods

 reporting of results of sample analysis in accordance with relevant legislation, standards and 
user-pays agreements

 investigation of potential anti-doping rule violations

 presentation of cases to anti-doping tribunals

 anti-doping education to athletes and support personnel.
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We are committed to the continuous improvement of the Quality Management System and 
to maintaining ISO 9001:2008 certification.

custoMeR seRvice chARteR

We are committed to understanding the needs of our clients and meeting those needs to a consistent 
standard of excellence.

Our Customer Service Charter sets out the standard of service that people who deal with us can 
expect, as well as ways in which customers can help us improve our service.

The charter explains how we make it easy for clients to access our services. It also gives assurances 
that we will treat clients with respect and courtesy, and that we will explain their options to them, 
including their rights and responsibilities. 

The charter also indicates that feedback is welcome, and explains how clients can comment 
on our services. 

rAndoM CArd 
drAw For tEsting 
purposEs
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Significant developments
Our internal procedures and policies continue to meet international standards. 

In addition to re-certification for compliance with ISO 9001:2008, which provides continuing 
assurance that internal procedures and policies meet international standards, ASADA is subject 
to external scrutiny though judicial decisions and Auditor-General, parliamentary committee and 
Commonwealth Ombudsman reports. 

Decisions and reports

Judicial decisions and decisions of administrative tribunals

In 2009–10 ASADA was involved in five contested hearings involving athletes challenging their 
sanction, or challenging the entry of their details onto the Register of Findings. ASADA was 
successful in all matters. One matter is still before the Administrative Appeals Tribunal and is due 
to be determined in 2010–11.

In addition, we appealed a decision of the Court of Arbitration of Sport not to disqualify the results of 
a team (where one of the team members was found to have committed an anti-doping rule violation). 
ASADA was successful on appeal and the team’s results were disqualified.

Auditor-General reports

Apart from the audit report on our 2008–09 financial statements, there were no reports of 
the Auditor-General specifically on the operations of ASADA. We continue to implement 
recommendations (as appropriate) from reports of the Auditor-General dealing with issues relevant 
to all APS agencies.

parliamentary committee reports

There were no relevant reports.

commonwealth ombudsman reports

ASADA received no reports from the Commonwealth Ombudsman in 2009–10.

external scrutiny 
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Our human resources management framework is designed to provide a workforce that has the 
necessary skills, flexibility and diversity to meet current and future business needs, assisted by 
access to learning and development opportunities and effective communication and sharing of 
information. This is reinforced by effective performance management.

We continue to place high value on the performance and capability of staff, as reflected in our 
2008–11 Strategic Plan. Key business priorities for the year were to support and build dynamic, 
skilled and collaborative teams through an inaugural Workforce Plan 2010–14, with a supporting 
Succession Plan 2010–14 and Individual Career Plans for all ongoing and non-ongoing staff. We are 
committed to continually reviewing the way business is conducted, to operate in a way that adopts 
better practice, and to provide an environment of shared leadership across the organisation. This is 
reinforced through ongoing specific staff development for Senior Management and the provision of 
leadership growth for prospective leaders within the ASADA community.

At 30 June 2010 ASADA employed 68 staff (56 ongoing and 12 non-ongoing) and had engaged 
281 employees on a casual basis in the National Testing and National Education teams.

Tables 26 to 31 in appendix F show our employee profile.

Workforce planning
During 2009–10, as part of a coordinated effort to improve organisational capability, we developed 
a Capability Framework based on the Australian Public Service Commission’s Integrated Leadership 
System. The Capability Framework will help us identify and describe the leadership capabilities 
that all employees need to effectively perform at their classification levels now and in the future. 
The Capability Framework also includes training provided by ASADA. 

Management of human resources

AsAdA stAFF shAring 
KnowlEdgE At thE 
stAFF ConFErEnCE
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The ASADA Workforce Plan 2010–14 has been aligned to the following human resources 
(HR) themes: 

 building skills and capability

 managing and recognising performance 

 promoting public service culture and values

 supporting career management. 

The fundamental purpose of our workforce planning is to improve delivery on required outcomes and 
programs in conjunction with other resources and assets in ways that are appropriate to legislative 
frameworks and public accountabilities.

The development of the ASADA Workforce Plan led to the establishment of an ASADA Succession Plan 
2010–14. Succession planning will ensure the availability and sustainability of a supply of capable staff 
ready to assume key or critical roles, subject to a competitive selection process. The implementation of 
the Succession Plan 2010–14 will prepare our employees to undertake key roles when they become 
available, develop talent, improve employee capabilities and the overall performance, commitment 
and retention of staff, focusing on leadership continuity and improved knowledge sharing. It will also 
provide effective monitoring and tracking of employee proficiency levels and skill gaps.

Succession planning in turn led to the introduction of Individual Career Plans for ongoing and non-
ongoing employees. These plans will help us create sustainable talent pools by focusing on strengths 
and capability development (both short- and long-term) and leadership competency development. 
Individual Career Plans are to be updated annually, creating an environment of merit-based 
employment opportunities, with employees in the right job at the right time.

Attraction and retention
As a result of implementing ASADA’s Workforce Plan 2010–14 and Succession Plan 2010–14, 
position profiles are regularly updated. This has resulted in ASADA successfully introducing selection 
documentation for all positions against the Integrated Leadership System. The human resources 
team works closely with work groups to ensure the Capability Framework is consistently interpreted 
and applied during the development of selection documentation. This brings our recruitment 
practices in line with broader APS practices.

Induction and orientation processes have also been improved to make new employees feel welcome 
and valued and to help them become fully productive as quickly as possible. Our induction and 
orientation includes a personalised day-one induction by the human resources team. It also 
includes individual meetings with managers in all work groups during the first two weeks to gain an 
understanding of expectations and general familiarisation about the organisation. Induction meetings 
are organised for the CEO to meet and greet new employees and share information about ASADA.

Staff turnover during 2009  –10 was at a proportional rate of 19 per cent. Separations were across 
the APS and Executive Level classifications range, with the majority attributed to staff seeking 
employment opportunities at other government agencies.

Employment agreements
During the reporting period, the ASADA Collective Agreement 2009–12 applied to all staff below 
Senior Executive level employed under the Public Service Act 1999. 
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On 1 July 2009 a new salary structure was introduced under the collective agreement. The 
salary bands reflect APS-wide broad-banding groups and include salary ranges representing APS 
classification ranges. The salary bands available under the ASADA Collective Agreement 2009–12 
are shown in table 30. 

Productivity initiatives in the collective agreement continued to focus on continuing family-friendly 
employment practices and individual flexibility, ongoing review of performance management 
arrangements, and improving corporate and individual training opportunities to ensure a highly 
relevant and skilled workforce.

Section 24(1) determinations
In 2009–10 the terms and conditions of employment of Senior Executive Service employees were set 
by determination under s.24(1) of the Public Service Act 1999. 

In addition, at 30 June 2010, s.24(1) determinations covered four employees where the 
remuneration available under the collective agreement differed from the remuneration available 
following the cessation of an Australian Workplace Agreement in previous years, or a determination 
granted by ASADA or another agency. Table 31 includes the total employees covered by s.24(1) 
determinations.

Non-salary benefits
Non-salary benefits provided to staff in 2009–10 included:

 free influenza vaccinations

 an employee assistance program

 a health and fitness allowance

 study assistance.

Performance Management System
A Performance and Career Enrichment Scheme has continued to provide a clear link between 
employee effort and achievement of goals, allowing our employees to see the relationship between 
what they do and the contribution they make to the achievement of ASADA goals. 

The scheme has been enhanced to strengthen alignment with the Integrated Leadership System for 
all classification levels and to ensure clear responsibilities and objectives are included in individual 
performance and development plans. All employees continue to include a key performance 
requirement covering APS Values and the Code of Conduct.

Peer recognition
The ASADA Collective Agreement 2009–12 provides for a peer reward system, supporting a 
commitment to acknowledge and reward the outstanding performance of individuals and teams. 
The system gives staff the opportunity to recognise outstanding performance demonstrating 
ASADA core values.
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During the reporting year, seven peer rewards were presented. The rewards acknowledged:

 updating the ASADA Pure Performance DVD to ensure compliance with the Code

 successful negotiation of the ASADA collective agreement by employee representatives

 consistent performance in marketing ASADA 

 outstanding work in organising ASADA’s outreach stand at the Sydney World Masters Games

 successful Doping Control Officer Conference organisation

 exceptional managerial support during a particularly busy time in the National Testing Group

 going beyond the Portfolio Budget Statement target and delivering high-quality education 
solutions (by the Education Team).

Staff consultation
The workplace agreement updated our staff consultative arrangements with provision to engage 
better with staff through formal and informal consultation and the redesign and refocusing of the 
former Workplace Relations Committee as the Workplace Consultative Committee. This committee 
is the forum for broad consultation on operational matters.

The ASADA Employee Survey was sent to all ongoing and non-ongoing employees (but not to 
casual staff) in December 2009. The survey has provided important data on employee attitudes 
to, and understanding of, a range of issues about working in the APS and ASADA, including work/
life balance, leadership, job satisfaction, and recruitment and retention. The data from the survey 
has been vital in assisting the Senior Management Group identify and evaluate important leadership 
and management issues for ASADA. This information has been assessed against the Australian 
Public Service Commission’s survey of APS employees, allowing for some ‘reality checking’ of 
agency information.

The survey showed that among staff:

 97 per cent enjoy their work 

 92 per cent were proud to work at ASADA

 87 per cent agreed that the workplace culture supports people to achieve a good work-life 
balance

 84 per cent agreed that ASADA is a good place to work.

ASADA is addressing issues raised in the survey by:

 communicating the Strategic Plan and aligning staff behind its actions and priorities

 modelling leadership behaviour and values

 providing consistent communication.

Learning and development
Our corporate training program is driven largely by individual development needs identified through 
ASADA’s strategic and business priorities and the Performance and Career Enrichment Scheme. 

In 2009–10 our corporate training program focused on leadership and application of the APS Values 
and Code of Conduct. In July 2009 the Merit Protection Commissioner presented an awareness 
session on the APS Code of Conduct and a session at the Staff Conference on diversity, bullying 
and harassment. 
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Leadership development was provided to the Senior Management Group to re-invigorate 
communication and team effectiveness across the organisation. This was completed through 
a 360-degree feedback program. The objectives of the program were to benchmark leadership 
at ASADA against the APS; provide an opportunity for self-reflection and development planning 
for each member of the Senior Management Group; and define and measure leadership. 

All ASADA Executive Level staff are booked into a relevant leadership course when they take up 
their position. In addition, an in-house Certificate IV in Government and a Diploma in Government 
was conducted over a 10-month period for APS5 – EL2 staff. After attending workshops, completing 
assignments and work-related projects, the eight attendees received their qualification. 

All participants presented their work-related projects to the management team, covering 
the following topics:

 development of a 2009–10 international testing program

 development of an Australian online search tool for the sporting community to determine 
the status in sport of medications and substances

 knowledge management

 management of ASADA’s Registered and Domestic Testing Pools 

 anti-doping programs communication – improving communication mechanisms between 
business units

 enhancing ASADA’s intelligence capability

 ASADA engagement in the state institute and academy of sport network. 

We continue to strengthen our leadership capability through participation in the Australian Public 
Service Commission’s Career Development Assessment Centre. One senior manager attended the 
program during 2009–10 and other senior managers have been given the opportunity to attend 
future programs.

Other staff training focused on core behaviours, skills and knowledge required by people across 
ASADA, and included:

 essential writing skills

 OHS essentials

 Microsoft Excel courses

 business writing

 understanding and implementing quality management systems

 an intensive project management course

 Information and Communications Technology courses

 effective minute-taking

 building relationships in the workplace

 negotiation skills

 introduction to records management

 creating better annual reports

 public sector editing and proofreading

 introduction to freedom of information 

 a sports communications workshop

 fraud awareness.
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Workplace diversity
In 2009–10 we developed a Diversity Plan 2010–14 to demonstrate our commitment to diversity. We 
recognise values and support the different skills and talents of all our employees, making use of these 
differences to provide challenging and rewarding work in a team-based environment. We value fairness, 
equity and diversity, and provide support and education to prevent and eliminate harassment and bullying.

ASADA has registered a Reconciliation Action Plan commitment statement and will develop a 
Reconciliation Action Plan during the next reporting period.

We provide flexible working conditions to our employees. Findings from the Staff Survey in December 
2009 confirmed that flexibility is one of the most important workplace attributes impacting on job 
satisfaction in ASADA. The survey revealed that 100 per cent of respondents are satisfied with their 
access to those flexible working arrangements. 

Commonwealth Disability Strategy
In line with the Commonwealth Disability Strategy, we continue to promote diversity by supporting 
employees who have disabilities, providing adaptive technology, convenient parking spaces and 
flexible work arrangements. A Disability Plan 2010–14 is in the process of being developed.

Occupational health and safety
In 2009–10 we maintained our commitment to ensuring the health and safety of all our employees 
through our policies, procedures and a well-established framework for occupational health and safety 
(OHS) management. This framework includes:

 the OHS Committee, which met four times during the year

 selection and training of current and replacement designated health and safety representatives, 
wardens and first aid officers

 training for all staff on OHS essentials

 incident reporting and investigation

 targeted safety improvements.

During the reporting period, we responded to the outbreak of the H1N1 influenza 09 (Human Swine 
Influenza) by providing advice to all staff, including links to all relevant websites via the intranet. 
Offices were provided with posters for display in the workplace and staff were provided with antiseptic 
gel for washing hands and anti-bacterial wipes. In addition, the H1N1 influenza vaccination was 
provided to all staff, including casual staff.

As part of increasing staff awareness of their own health and wellbeing, flu vaccinations were made 
available to all staff, including casual employees. 

An ongoing program for workplace assessments was carried out during the reporting period. All offices, 
covering Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane staff, have been reviewed and appropriate 
recommendations made for updating workstations. This program also included reviews of home-based 
offices for ongoing Doping Control Officers and other staff in a working-from-home arrangement.

During 2009–10 there were three incidents involving staff. These included an eye injury, illness and 
a fall. No serious injuries were sustained.
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ASADA’s operating result for 2009–10 was a surplus of $0.10m, which compares favourably with the 
budgeted zero result. The outcome was mainly the result of lower-than-budgeted supplier expenses 
and depreciation and amortisation costs, offset by a combination of lower than budgeted user-pays 
revenues and higher-than-expected employee and write-down expenses.

The focus of our financial management is on delivering maximum outputs within available funding, 
thus continuing to provide world-leading anti-doping programs through the efficient and effective 
use of resources.

Overall revenue for 2009 –10 at $15.40m, increased by seven per cent over 2008–09 ($14.36m) 
primarily as a result of increased appropriation revenues, offset by a six per cent decrease in user-
pays revenues. The decrease in user-pays revenues reflects a combination of unchanged charges 
for testing and a decrease in tests undertaken. The current user-pays charges are being reviewed 
in 2010–11.

Operating expenses rose by nine per cent to $15.31m in 2009–10, predominantly the result of an 
increase in employee expenses (impact of the collective agreement and increased employment), 
an increase in supplier expenses, and increased write-down and impairment costs; offset by a 
14 per cent decrease in depreciation and amortisation costs. These outcomes reflect a scaling up 
of activity by ASADA to reflect increased funding outcomes from government.

During 2009–10, net assets grew by 11 per cent (from $3.40m in 2008–09 to $3.78m). The current 
assets to current liabilities ratio increased from 1.62 on 30 June 2009 to 1.73 on 30 June 2010.

summary of financial performance 2009–10

Grant programs

ASADA did not issue any grants in 2009–10.
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ASADA’s non-financial assets are mainly the computer hardware and software required to deliver 
core activities, and leasehold improvements. Our asset replacement strategy provides adequate 
budget and planning to replace assets as they come to the end of their useful lives.

A stocktake of fixed and intangible assets in 2009–10 confirmed their location and condition.

Asset management

purchasing

In 2009–10, with a small number of exceptions, as reported in the Certificate of Compliance, ASADA 
complied with purchasing guidance in the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997 and 
the Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines.

During 2009–10 our Financial Management Information System was enhanced to provide 
improved budgeting and financial reporting. The financial processing arrangements, flowing from 
improvements to the Financial Management Information System, further strengthen financial 
accountability.

A purchaser/provider arrangement exists between ASADA and the Australian Sports Drug Testing 
Laboratory (part of the National Measurement Institute), the only laboratory in Australia with WADA 
accreditation to conduct sample analysis for doping control in sport. The laboratory provides us with 
analytical and scientific services for our Detection Program.

Our procurement framework guides staff in considering value for money, encouraging competition 
and using resources efficiently and effectively.
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Consultants
Our policies on the selection and engagement of consultants are in accordance with the 
Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines.

The most common reasons for engaging consultancy services are:

 unavailability of specialist in-house resources in the timeframe

 the need for an independent review

 specialist skills and knowledge not available in-house.

During 2009–10, two new consultancy contracts were entered into, involving total actual expenditure 
of $342 714. In addition, two ongoing consultancy contracts were active during the 2009–10 
financial year, involving total expenditure of $202 761.

table 14: Expenditure on new and existing consultancy contracts 2009–10

A New contracts during the period 2

B Total expenditure on new consultancy contracts (GST-inclusive) $342 714

C Number of ongoing (that is, pre-existing) consultancy contracts active during the period 2

D Total expenditure on ongoing consultancy contracts during the period (GST-inclusive) $202 761

table 15: Consultancy services let during 2009–10 of $10 000 or more

Consultant 
name description

Contract price  
$

selection 
process (1)

justification 
(2)

Strike-a-match Development and approval of an 
Endorsed Records Authority (National 
Archives of Australia)

79 200 Direct source B

Salesforce 
Australia Pty Ltd

ASADA web-based education – 
development and hosting of online 
learning modules

498 234 Select Tender B

total 577 434

engagement of consultants and contractors
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(1) explanation of selection process terms drawn from the commonwealth procurement 
Guidelines (december 2008)

open tender: A procurement procedure in which a request for tender is published inviting all 
businesses that satisfy the conditions for participation to submit tenders. Public tenders are generally 
sought from the Australian Government AusTender internet site.

select tender: A procurement procedure in which the procuring agency selects which potential 
suppliers are invited to submit tenders (this includes tenders submitted through Multi-Use lists). 
This procurement process may only be used under certain circumstances.

direct sourcing: A form of restricted tendering, available only under certain defined circumstances, 
with a single potential supplier or suppliers being invited to bid because of their unique expertise 
and/or their special ability to supply the goods and/or services sought.

panel: An arrangement under which a number of suppliers, initially selected through an open tender 
process, may each supply property or services to an agency as specified in the panel arrangements. 
Quotes are sought from suppliers that have pre-qualified on the agency panels to supply to the 
government. This category includes standing offers and supplier panels where the supply of goods 
and services may be provided for a pre-determined length of time, usually at a pre-arranged price.

(2) key for justification for decision to use consultancy

A – Skills currently unavailable within agency

B – Need for specialised or professional skills

C – Need for independent research or assessment

A list of consultancy services valued at $10 000 or more (let in 2009) is available on our website 
at www.asada.gov.au.

Annual reports contain information about actual expenditure on contracts for consultancies. 
Information on the value of contracts and consultancies is available on the AusTender website 
at www.tenders.gov.au.

Competitive tendering and contracting
Our objectives in outsourcing services are to obtain value for money, encourage innovation, 
and improve accountability and performance in the service delivery process, in line with the 
Australian Government Procurement Guidelines.

Auditor-General access
ASADA has not entered into any contracts that exclude the Auditor-General from having access 
to our contractors.

Exempt contracts
There are no current contracts or standing offers that have been exempted from being published in 
AusTender on the basis that they would disclose exempt matters under the Freedom of Information 
Act 1982.

http://www.asada.gov.au
http://www.tenders.gov.au
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overview

The Anti-Doping Rule Violation Panel (ADRVP) was established on 1 January 2010 under Part 5 
of the Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority Act (ASADA Act), as amended. 

From 1 January 2010, the ADRVP:

 was presented with 16 cases

 made 12 Register of Findings (RoF) decisions

 made four sanction decisions. 

Out of the 12 RoF decisions, 10 were added to the Register and two were not. 
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dr brian sando oAM (chair)
Dr Brian Sando is a sports medicine practitioner, the Chair of the Australian Olympic Committee’s 
Medical Commission and a member of the Commonwealth Games Federation Medical Commission. 
Dr Sando has worked as Medical Officer to seven Australian Olympic teams (four as Senior Medical 
Director) and is a former president of Sports Medicine Australia. He is also a member of the FINA 
Doping Control Review Board. 

professor Andrew Mclachlan (Member)
Professor Andrew McLachlan is the Professor of Pharmacy at the University of Sydney and Concord 
Hospital, with expertise in clinical pharmacology and drug analysis. He has been involved with 
ASADA (and its precursor, the Australian Sports Drug Agency) for the last 10 years. Professor 
McLachlan has prepared over 100 research papers related to understanding variability in response 
to medicines. He is involved in the education of pharmacists and other health professionals, and 
serves as a consultant to industry and government in the evaluation and safe use of medicines.

dr peter harcourt (Member)
Dr Peter Harcourt is a Sports Physician with wide experience in international sport with a particular 
interest in anti-doping issues. His elite sporting involvement includes AFL, basketball, cricket, 
Commonwealth and Olympic Games. He also holds positions on ASDMAC and the Faculty of Law, 
University of Melbourne.

Ms tracey Gaudry (Member)
Tracey Gaudry is the CEO of the Amy Gillett Foundation whose objective is to reduce the incidence 
of injury and death caused by the interaction between cyclists and motorists. She has spent the past 
decade working in executive roles following a highly successful professional cycling career, amassing 
multiple National Championships and international victories, competing at two Olympic Games, and 
being ranked third in the world at the height of her career. Tracey is a former member of the Australian 
Institute of Sport Ethics Committee and the ACT Academy of Sport Technical Advisory Panel.

Mr John black (Member)
John Black, a former Senator for Queensland, chaired the Senate Inquiry into Drugs in Sport that led 
to the establishment of what was then the Australian Sports Drug Agency, and to the design of drug 
testing regimes for Australian sport. Mr Black was a member of the ADRVP Interim Panel.

Ms Jennifer clark (Member)
Jennifer Clark has an extensive background in business and finance. She has been on various 
Australian Government boards since 1991, including the Australian Sports Commission and the 
Australian Sports Foundation. Ms Clark is Chair of ASADA’s Audit Committee and was a member 
of the ADRVP Interim Panel. 

AdRvp members
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table 16: Interim ADRVP – 1 January 2010 to 31 March 2010

date of meeting
dr Brian sando 

(Chair)
professor Andrew 

Mclachlan jennifer Clark john Black

3 Feb 10    

17 Feb 10    

3 Mar 10    

17 Mar 10   

total 4 3 4 4

table 17: ADRVP – 1 April 2010 to 30 June 2010

date of meeting
dr Brian sando 

(Chair)
professor Andrew 

Mclachlan tracey gaudry dr peter harcourt

23 Apr 10    

5 May 10    

20 May 10   

16 Jun 10    

30 Jun 10   

total 5 3 5 5
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Resources

The ADRVP is funded from the ASADA appropriation. A breakdown of actual expenses for 2009–10 
is provided in table 18.

table 18: ADRVP expenses 2009–10

description 
($) 

000’s

Members’ and professional fees 10.4

Meetings and conferences 3.1

Others  -

total 13.5

note: The full year budget for the ADRVP for 2010–11 is $60 000.

Blood tEsting Kit
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Section 52 of the Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority Act (ASADA Act) and Clause 5 of the 
National Anti-Doping (NAD) scheme outline the functions of the Australian Sports Drug Medical 
Advisory Committee (ASDMAC). These functions include:

 giving approval for athletes to use prohibited medications for legitimate therapeutic purposes 
 conducting investigations and providing additional medical and scientific expertise to help 

determine positive test results 
 providing expert medical advice to drug testing laboratories 
 providing expert medical advice to anti-doping tribunals 
 advising athletes, support personnel and national sporting organisations about anti-doping issues 

and the wellbeing of athletes 
 giving advice to ASADA and the Australian Sports Commission (ASC) on matters relating  

to anti-doping and athletes’ health and wellbeing 
 providing advice to ASADA and ASADA’s clients about sports medicine issues. 

A full statement of ASDMAC’s functions as prescribed in the ASADA Act and NAD scheme is 
included in appendix K.

ASDMAC functions are subject to compliance with relevant legislation and regulation. Regular audits 
highlight openness and transparency in decision-making, the highest standards of probity, integrity 
and a strong commitment to accountability. ASDMAC held five meetings and two teleconferences 
during 2009–10.

ASDMAC complies with the World Anti-Doping Code (the Code) and the International Standard for 
Therapeutic Use Exemptions (TUEs).

overview

therapeutic approvals for prohibited substances

ASDMAC operates as the Australian Therapeutic Use Exemption Committee, providing approval for 
therapeutic use of prohibited substances to certain athletes if:

 their national sporting organisation’s anti-doping policy allows for, or permits, the athlete to seek 
approval to use a medication prohibited in sport for a legitimate therapeutic purpose 

 there is no alternative and permitted therapeutic substance available that could be prescribed to 
treat the athlete’s medical condition

 there is no evidence that the athlete will gain a performance enhancement effect by using 
the substance. 
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ASDMAC members operate in accordance with the powers and functions under the ASADA Act, 
the ASADA Regulations and the NAD scheme.

table 19: ASDMAC members 

position name date ending

Meetings 
eligible to 

attend
Meetings 
attended

Chair Professor Ken Fitch AM 28 November 2011 5 5

Member Dr Susan White 24 September 2010 5 5

Member Dr Peter Harcourt OAM 24 September 2010 5 5

Member Dr Hugh Hazard 31 October 2010 5 5

Member Dr Grace Bryant OAM 30 June 2011 5 5

Member Dr Terry Farquharson 22 September 2010 5 5

prof ken fitch AM

MBBS, MD, DSc (Hons), FRACGP, FACRM, FACSM, FASMF, FACSP

 Adjunct Professor, School of Human Movement and Exercise Science, Faculty of Life Sciences, 
University of Western Australia 

 Member, International Olympic Committee’s (IOC) Medical Commission 

 Chairman, IOC Games Group 

 Chairman, IOC’s Therapeutic Use Exemption Committee 

 Chairman, IOC’s Independent Asthma Panel 

 Member, Australian Doping Research Panel 

 Chairman, Therapeutic Use Committee, Oceania Regional Anti-Doping Organisation

 Chairman, Therapeutic Use Committee, Commonwealth Games Federation

 Member, Therapeutic Use Committee, Professional Golfers Association European Tour

 Emeritus Consultant Physician, Sports Medicine, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, 
Royal Perth Hospital

 Member, Medical Commission, Australian Olympic Committee.

AsdMAc members
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dr susan white

MBBS (Hons), FACSP, FASMF

 Sports Physician, Olympic Park Sports Medicine Centre, Melbourne 

 Member, Medical Commission, Australian Olympic Committee

 Medical Director, Australian Youth Olympic Team, Singapore 2010

 Deputy Medical Director, Australian Olympic Team, London 2012

 Chief Medical Officer, Swimming Australia

 Editorial Board, Clinical Journal of Sports Medicine

 Editorial Board, British Journal of Sports Medicine

 Member, Anti-Doping Panel, Cricket Australia

 Member, Australian Football League Tribunal (anti-doping) 

 Team Physician, Australian Swim Team 

 Team Physician, Melbourne Vixens Netball Team. 

dr peter harcourt oAM

MBBS, FACSP, FASMF, Dip Obs

 Sports Physician 

 Medical Director, Australian Commonwealth Games team, Delhi, India 

 Medical Coordinator, Victorian Institute of Sport 

 Clinical Convenor, Health Services Group (WorkSafe and Transport Accident Commission), 
Victoria 

 Chief Medical Officer, Basketball Australia 

 Medical Commissioner, Australian Football League 

 Anti-Doping Medical Officer, Cricket Australia

 Chair, International Cricket Council Medical Committee and Therapeutic Use Exemption 
Committee 

 Federation Internationale de Basketball Amateur Medical Council and Therapeutic Use 
Exemption Committee 

 Team Physician, Melbourne Victory Football Club

 Senior Fellow, Faculty of Law, University of Melbourne.

dr hugh hazard

MBBS, Grad Dip Sports Science, FACSP

 Sports Physician 

 Team Medical Officer, Country Rugby League team

 Medical Consultant, Bulldogs Rugby League Club.

dr Grace bryant oAM

MBBS, Grad Dip Sports Science, FASMF, FACSP, FFESM (UK)

 Sports Physician 

 Chief Medical Officer, Australian Women’s Water Polo 

 Team Physician, National Netball Competition 

 Member, Medical Commission, Australian Commonwealth Games Association 
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 Member, Education Committee, Sports Medicine Australia (NSW Branch) 

 Member, International Netball Medical Panel.

dr terry farquharson

B Pharm, MBBS, M App Sci, FASMF, FACSP

 Sports Physician 

 SA Sports Medicine Centre Clinical Lecturer

 University of Adelaide Senior Visiting Medical Specialist 

 Queen Elizabeth Hospital Medical Officer with Norwood Football Club and South Australian 
National Football League 

 Medical Officer with South Australian Cricket Association and Cricket Australia. 

Achievements

During the financial year ending 30 June 2010:

 ASDMAC processed 343 applications for TUEs between July 2009 and December 2009 
(the new 2009 Code and the International Standard for TUEs included all beta-2 agonists 
on the prohibited list requiring a full TUE)

 ASDMAC processed 246 applications for TUEs between January 2010 and June 2010 
(from 1 January 2010 salbutamol and salmeterol changed status to a declaration of use only – 
a total breakdown of applications is included in appendix L)

 ASDMAC was consulted during the preparation of the Australian Government’s submission 
to WADA’s 2011 list of prohibited substances and prohibited methods

 ASDMAC provided information and advice to ASADA in establishing a new National Level Review 
Body to hear TUE appeals

 ASDMAC provided comments to ASADA regarding ASDMAC functions as defined in the 
1 January 2010 Compilation of ASADA Regulations 2006

 Dr Peter Harcourt, Member of ASDMAC, was appointed member of the Anti-Doping Rule 
Violation Panel (ADRVP) in April 2010

 The Chair chaired the Vancouver 2010 Games Group and Therapeutic Use Exemption 
Committee throughout the Games

 ASDMAC reviewed and updated the application and other forms integral to the TUE process with 
the excellent assistance of its legal adviser

 Dr Susan White was appointed CMO to the Australian team at the 2010 Singapore Youth Olympic 
Games and Deputy CMO for the Australian Olympic team London 2012

 Professor Fitch attended the WADA Symposium on TUE in Strasbourg in December 2009, 
representing ASDMAC, and Dr Peter Harcourt attended in his role as Chair of the ICC 
Therapeutic Use Exemption Committee
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 Members provided the Australasian College of Sports Physicians’ (ACSP) with regular comments 
and updates on relevant subjects for publication in the ACSP newsletter

 Professor Fitch submitted two publications in the following refereed journals:

– Tsitsimpikou C, Jamurtas AZ, Fitch Kd, Papalexis P, & Tsarouhas K. (2009), ‘Medication use 
by athletes during the Athens 2004 Paralympic Games’, British Journal of Sports Medicine, 
43 (13): 1062–1066

– Fitch, Kd (2010), ‘Pharmacotherapy for exercise-induced asthma: allowing normal levels 
of activity and sport’, Expert Reviews in Clinical Pharmacology, 3 (1): 139–152. 

Resources

freedom of information procedures and 
AsdMAc contact details

ASDMAC is funded from the ASADA appropriation. A breakdown of actual expenses for 2009–10 
is provided in table 20.

table 20: ASDMAC expenses 2009–10

description
($) 

000’s

Members’ and professional fees 256.7

Meetings and conferences 24.9

Others 22.3

total 283.9

A request for access to documents under the Freedom of Information (FOI) Act must be in writing 
and accompanied by a $30 application fee and an address in Australia to which notices can be sent. 
In certain circumstances, the fee is not required or can be waived. 

To enable a prompt response, and to help us meet our obligations under the FOI Act, applicants 
need to provide as much information as possible about the documents they are seeking. A phone 
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number or an email address should also be included in case ASDMAC officers need any clarification. 
Applicants may be liable to pay charges at rates prescribed by the Freedom of Information (Fees and 
Charges) Regulations.

Enquiries about submitting a formal request under the FOI Act should be directed to the ASDMAC 
Freedom of Information Coordinator on (02) 6222 4283. 

FOI requests should be sent to: 

Attention: ASDMAC Secretariat 
Australian Sports Drug Medical Advisory Committee 
PO Box 1744
Fyshwick ACT 2609

In accordance with the Electronic Transactions Act 1999, FOI requests may be emailed to  
asdmac@asada.gov.au. However, as a request must be accompanied by an application fee, 
in most cases no action will be taken until the application fee is received or a request has been 
made for the remission of the application fee.

table 21: ASDMAC freedom of information statistics 

Matters on hand  
(start 2009–10)

requests received 
(2009–10)

requests finalised 
(2009–10)

requests outstanding 
(end 2009–10)

0 2 2 0

external scrutiny – judicial decisions and appeals

Federal Court of Australia
A decision by ASDMAC to deny the granting of a TUE was appealed by an athlete to the Federal 
Court on 23 July 2009. The athlete discontinued their appeal application on 25 August 2009.

WADA appeals
A decision by ASDMAC to deny the granting of a TUE was appealed by an athlete to WADA on 
28 May 2009. This appeal was terminated by WADA on 31 July 2009 since medical information 
was not provided by the applicant.

Subsequently the athlete provided further information and recommenced their appeal on  
7 May 2010. WADA upheld the decision of ASDMAC to deny the granting of a TUE to the athlete 
on 10 June 2010.
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table 22: Doping control statistics 

year in-comp
% 

in-comp
out-of- 

comp
% out-of- 

comp total
user-
pays

% user-
pays

govt-
funded

% govt- 
funded

99–00 2452 43% 3293 57% 5745 2424 42% 3321 58%

00–01 1758 28% 4436 72% 6194 2702 44% 3492 56%

01–02 2486 36% 4383 64% 6869 3020 44% 3849 56%

02–03 1960 31% 4303 69% 6263 2707 43% 3556 57%

03–04 2443 37% 4172 63% 6615 2819 43% 3796 57%

04–05 1741 28% 4393 72% 6134 2285 37% 3849 63%

05–06 2814 37% 4771 63% 7585 #3038 40% *4547 60%

06–07 2916 42% 4037 58% 6953 2376 38% 4264 62%

07–08 3168 48% 3469 52% 6637 2395 36% 4242 64%

08–09 3122  42% 4376  58% 7498  3286  44%  4212  56%

09–10 2491 37% 4115 61% 6606 2777 41% 3829 57%

notes:

* Government-funded tests for 2005–06 included 282 tests conducted under a specific Australian  
Government-funded testing program in connection with the Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth Games.

# Includes 1005 user-pays tests conducted at the Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth Games.

Doping control statistics from 1999–00 to 14 March 2005 were collected by the Australian Sports Drug 
Agency and reported in its annual reports.

Appendix A: doping control statistics 1999–00 
to 2009–10
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Under the Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority Act (ASADA Act) and the National Anti-Doping 
(NAD) scheme, ASADA is authorised to publish information on the Register of Findings (RoF) when:

 we consider the publication to be in the public interest or we have the consent of the 
individual involved

 a decision has been handed down by the relevant tribunal, or a tribunal process has been 
waived, or there is no tribunal process for the matter.

AsAdA/AdRvp Register of findings 

Table 23 is an extract from the RoF showing the outcome of anti-doping rule violations in the year 
to 30 June 2010.

Twenty-nine entries have been made onto the RoF for 2009–10. Twenty of these matters are 
concluded and had been publicly announced at 30 June 2010. The remaining nine matters are 
ongoing and the final outcome is pending. They are designated as TBA (to be advised) in the 
‘Outcome’ column in table 23.

Our website at www.asada.gov.au has more information about individual sanctions.

table 23: Publicly announced anti-doping rule violations 

sport substance name substance class rule violation outcome

INBA Bodybuilding Furosemide S5. Diuretics Presence and Use Two-year sanction

Basketball Cannabis S8. Cannabinoids Presence Three-month 
sanction

Baseball Stanozolol

Anastrozole

S1. Anabolic Agent 
(Stanozolol) and 
S4. Hormone 
Antagonists and 
Modulators

Presence 
(Anastrozole) and 
Use (Stanozolol)

Two-year sanction

National Rugby 
League (NRL)

Clenbuterol S1. Anabolic Agent Presence and Use Two-year sanction

INBA Bodybuilding N/A N/A Failure to comply Two-year sanction

New South Wales 
Rugby League 
(NSWRL)

Nandrolone S1. Anabolic Agent Presence and Use Two-year sanction

Appendix b: publicly announced anti-doping rule 
violations 2009–10

http://www.asada.gov.au
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sport substance name substance class rule violation outcome

NRL Cannabis S8. Cannabinoids Presence and Use Four-month 
sanction

NRL Nandrolone S1. Anabolic Agent Presence and Use Two-year sanction

NSWRL Cannabis S8. Cannabinoids Presence and Use Six-match sanction

Powerlifting Methylhexanamine S6. Stimulants Presence and Use Three-month 
sanction

Powerlifting Methylhexanamine S6. Stimulants Presence and Use Three-month 
sanction

Weightlifting Clenbuterol S1. Anabolic 
Agents

Presence and Use Two-year sanction

Queensland Rugby 
League

MDMA and MDA S6. Stimulants Presence Fifteen-month 
sanction

Golf DHEA S1. Anabolic 
Agents

Possession Eighteen-month 
sanction

Baseball N/A N/A Athlete 
Whereabouts

Fourteen-month 
sanction

NSWRL Cannabis S8. Cannabinoids Presence and Use 12-match sanction

INBA Bodybuilding Heptaminol S6. Stimulants Presence and Use Two-year sanction

Cycling Testosterone, 
Prednisolone and 
Prednisone

S1. Anabolic 
Agents and 
S9. Glucocorti-
costeroids

Presence and Use Two-year sanction

Oceania Muaythai Human Growth 
Hormone

S2. Peptide 
Hormones, 
Growth Factors 
and Related 
Substances

Possession and 
Use

Two-year sanction

Weightlifting Testosterone S1. Anabolic 
Agents

Presence and Use TBA

Athletics (Masters) DHEA S1. Anabolic 
Agents

Presence and Use TBA

ABF Cannabis S8. Cannabinoids Presence Three-month 
sanction

NSWRL Testosterone and

Nandrolone

S1. Anabolic 
Agents

Attempted Use TBA

Karting Testosterone S1. Anabolic 
Agents

Attempted Use Two-year sanction
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sport substance name substance class rule violation outcome

Tennis Human Growth 
Hormone

S2. Peptide 
Hormones, 
Growth Factors 
and Related 
Substances

Possession and 
Attempted Use

Two-year sanction

Surf lifesaving Stanozolol, 
Methandienone 
and 4 – 
Androstenediol 
and 4 androstene- 
3, 6, 17 trione 
(6-oxo) 

S1. Anabolic 
Agents and 
S4. Hormone 
Antagonists and 
Modulators

Use and 
Attempted Use

TBA

Cycling Erythropoietin 
(EPO)

S2. Peptide 
Hormones, 
Growth Factors 
and Related 
Substances

Attempted Use Two-year sanction

Cycling Clenbuterol S1. Anabolic Agent Attempted Use TBA

INBA Bodybuilding Cannabis S8. Cannabinoids Presence TBA

table 24: Entries on Register of Findings 2008–09 where the outcomes were to be advised

sport substance name substance class rule violation outcome

IFBB Bodybuilding Human Growth 
Hormone

S2. Peptide 
Hormones, 
Growth Factors 
and Related 
Substances

Possession and 
Use

Two-year sanction

Shooting Australia Furosemide S5. Diuretics Presence and Use Three-month 
sanction

Rugby League Testosterone

Nandrolone

S1. Anabolic Agent Attempted Use Two-year sanction

Surf Lifesaving 
Australia

Stanozolol S1. Anabolic Agent Presence and Use Two-year sanction

Baseball Australia Cannabis S8. Cannabinoids Presence and Use Three-month 
sanction

INBA Bodybuilding Cannabis S8. Cannabinoids Presence and Use Three-month 
sanction
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table 25: Government-to-government arrangements 

Arrangements type of arrangement purpose of arrangement

1. International Anti-Doping 
Arrangement (IADA)

Multi-lateral government 
agreement involving Australia, 
Canada, Denmark, Finland, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Norway, South Africa, Sweden 
and the United Kingdom.

 Contribute to practical, 
constructive, and consensus-based 
proposals to address key issues 
that arise in the international fight 
against doping in sport.

 Provide for reciprocal testing 
agreements between IADA 
member countries. 

2. Council of Europe 
Anti-Doping Convention 

Multi-lateral government-to-
government agreement involving 
50 signatories – 46 member 
States of the Council of Europe 
and four non-member States, 
including Australia.

 Provide for parties to cooperate in 
the fight against doping through 
doping control programs (not 
including drug testing services). 

3. UNESCO International 
Convention 
Against Doping in Sport 

Multi-lateral government-to-
government agreement  
ratified by 143 governments  
at 30 June 2010.

 Provide for parties to cooperate in 
the fight against doping through 
doping control programs (not 
including drug testing services). 

 Oblige parties to adopt appropriate 
measures at the national and 
international levels that are 
consistent with the principles  
of the Code. 

Appendix c: international anti-doping and 
doping control
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No Ministerial directions were given to ASADA in the reporting period.

During the reporting period the powers of the Minister to give directions to ASADA changed.  
Up to 31 December 2009, under Section 24 of the ASADA Act, the Minister could give ASADA 
the following directions:

24 Minister may give directions to AsAdA

(1) The Minister may, by legislative instrument, give directions to the ASADA in relation to the 
performance of its functions and the exercise of its powers.

note: For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901.

(2) However, such a direction must not relate to:

(a) a particular athlete, or a particular support person, who is subject to the NAD scheme, or

(b) the testing of a particular athlete under an anti-doping testing service, or safety checking 
service, being provided by the ASADA.

(3) The ASADA must comply with a direction under subsection (1).

After 1 January 2010, under Section 24 of the ASADA Act, the Minister can give the CEO the 
following directions:

24 Minister may give directions to the ceo

(1) The Minister may, by legislative instrument, give directions to the CEO in relation to the 
performance of his or her functions and the exercise of his or her powers.

note: For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901.

(2) However, such a direction must not relate to:

(a) a particular athlete, or a particular support person, who is subject to the NAD scheme, or

(b) the testing of a particular athlete under an anti-doping testing service, or safety checking 
service, being provided by the CEO under contract on behalf of the Commonwealth.

(3) The CEO must comply with a direction under subsection (1).

(4) Subsection (3) does not apply to the extent that the direction relates to the CEO’s performance 
of functions or exercise of powers under the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997 
or as an Agency Head under the Public Service Act 1999.

Appendix d: powers of the Minister to give 
directions to AsAdA and the ceo

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/fmaaa1997321/
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/fmaaa1997321/
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/psa1999152/
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During the reporting period the functions, powers and delegations of ASADA changed. This appendix 
lists the functions, powers and delegations of ASADA and its CEO under the ASADA Act, before and 
after the legislative change which came into force on 1 January 2010.

For an explanation of abbreviations used in this section, see the ‘List of abbreviations’ at the end 
of this report.

Up to 31 December 2009, under Section 21 of the ASADA Act, ASADA’s functions were as follows:

21 functions:

(a) such functions as are conferred on the ASADA by Part 2

(b) such functions as are conferred on the ASADA by the NAD scheme

(c) to advise the Australian Sports Commission (ASC) about sports drug and safety matters that should 
be included in any agreement under which the ASC gives money to a sporting organisation

(d) to advise the ASC about recognising a sporting organisation as being responsible for 
administering the affairs of a sport, or of a substantial part or section of a sport, in Australia

(e) to support, encourage, develop and implement initiatives that increase the skills and knowledge 
of people involved in sporting activities about sports drug and safety matters

(f) to support and encourage the sporting community to develop and implement comprehensive 
programs, and education initiatives, about sports drug and safety matters

(g) to support, encourage and conduct research about sports drug and safety matters

(h) to collect, analyse, interpret and disseminate information about sports drug and safety matters

(i) to encourage the development of ways for the states and territories, and sporting organisations, 
to carry out initiatives about sports drug and safety matters

(j) to cooperate with the states and territories, and with sporting organisations, to carry out initiatives 
about sports drug and safety matters

(k) to provide the following services under contract on behalf of the Commonwealth: 

(i) anti-doping testing services

(ii) safety checking services

(iii) other services (including information technology services) relating to sports drug and 
safety matters

(l) to make resources and facilities (including secretariat services and clerical assistance) available 
to the Australian Sports Drug Medical Advisory Committee (ASDMAC) for the purposes of 
enabling the ASDMAC to perform its functions

(m) such other functions as are conferred on the ASADA by this Act or any other law 
of the Commonwealth

Appendix e: AsAdA and ceo functions,  
powers and delegations
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(n) to advise the Minister about matters relating to any of the above functions

(o) to do anything incidental to or conducive to the performance of any of the above functions.

note: For sports drug and safety matters, see section 4.

After 1 January 2010, under Section 21 of the ASADA Act, the CEO’s functions are as follows:

21 ceo’s functions

(1) The CEO has the following functions:

(a) such functions as are conferred on the CEO by Part 2

(b) such functions as are conferred on the CEO by the NAD scheme

(c) to advise the ASC about sports doping and safety matters that should be included in any 
agreement under which the ASC gives money to a sporting organisation

(e) to support, encourage, develop and implement initiatives that increase the skills and knowledge 
of people involved in sporting activities about sports doping and safety matters

(f) to support and encourage the sporting community to develop and implement comprehensive 
programs, and education initiatives, about sports doping and safety matters

(g) to support, encourage and conduct research about sports doping and safety matters

(h) to collect, analyse, interpret and disseminate information about sports doping and safety matters

(i) to encourage the development of ways for the states and territories, and sporting organisations, 
to carry out initiatives about sports doping and safety matters

(j) to cooperate with the states and territories, and with sporting organisations, to carry out 
initiatives about sports doping and safety matters

(ja) to cooperate with an organisation of a foreign country in the Oceania region that has functions 
that are the same as, or similar to, those of the CEO

(k) to provide the following services under contract on behalf of the Commonwealth:

(i) anti-doping testing services

(ii) safety checking services

(iii) other services (including educational services) relating to sports doping and safety matters

(ka) to make resources and facilities (including secretariat services and clerical assistance) available 
to the Advisory Group for the purposes of enabling the Advisory Group to perform its function

(kb) to make resources and facilities (including secretariat services and clerical assistance) available 
to the Anti-Doping Rule Violation Panel (ADRVP) for the purposes of enabling the ADRVP to 
perform its functions

(l) to make resources and facilities (including secretariat services and clerical assistance) available 
to the ASDMAC for the purposes of enabling the ASDMAC to perform its functions

(m) such other functions as are conferred on the CEO by this Act or any other law of the 
Commonwealth

(n) to advise the Minister about matters relating to any of the above functions

(o) to do anything incidental to or conducive to the performance of any of the above functions.

note: For sports doping and safety matters, see section 4.
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Up to 31 December 2009, under Section 22 of the ASADA Act, ASADA’s powers were as follows:

22 powers:

(1) The ASADA has power to do all things necessary or convenient to be done for or in connection 
with the performance of its functions, other than the power: 

(a) to acquire, hold and dispose of real and personal property, or

(b) to enter into contracts, or Section 47 – Delegations:

(1) The ASADA may, by writing, delegate any or all of its functions and powers to: 

(a) an ASADA member, or

(b) a committee consisting of two or more ASADA members, or

(c) a member of the ASADA staff, or

(d) an individual whose services are made available to the ASADA under section 50, or

(e) an individual appointed as a chaperone, or as a drug testing official, under the 
National Anti-Doping (NAD) scheme.

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to the power to make an instrument amending the 
NAD scheme.

(3) Paragraphs (1)(a), (c), (d) and (e) do not apply to a function or power conferred 
by the NAD scheme if the function or power is declared by the NAD scheme to 
be a function or power that can only be delegated to a committee consisting of 
two or more ASADA members.

(4) Paragraph (1)(e) does not apply to a function or power unless it is conferred by the 
NAD scheme.

(5) A delegate must comply with any written directions of the ASADA.

(6) The ASADA must cause to be kept written records of a decision of a committee 
consisting of two or more ASADA members if: 

(a) the committee has been delegated a function or power under paragraph (1)(b), and

(b) the decision relates to the delegated function or power.

(7) A record kept under subsection (6) is prima facie evidence that the decision was duly 
made as recorded if the record is signed by an ASADA member who was a member 
of the committee at the time when the decision was made.

(8) A record kept under subsection (6) is not a legislative instrument.

After 1 January 2010, under Section 22 of the ASADA Act, the CEO’s powers are as follows:

22 ceo’s powers

The CEO has the power to do all things necessary or convenient to be done for or in connection with 
the performance of his or her functions.

note: For the power to enter into contracts etc. on behalf of the Commonwealth for the benefit of the 
ASADA, see section 44 of the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997 as it applies in 
relation to the ASADA as an Agency.
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table 26: Full-time and part-time staff at 30 June 2010

ongoing employee non-ongoing employee

total

Full-time part-time Full-time part-time Casual

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

30 19 1 6 0 5 3 4 178 103 349

note: These figures indicate staff substantively employed by ASADA at 30 June 2010, including temporary re-assignment 
into the agency. These figures include the ASADA CEO.

table 27: Staff by classification groups and location at 30 June 2010

state Aps1 Aps2 Aps3 Aps4 Aps5 Aps6 El1 El2 sEs CEo total

ACT 6 8 13 10 11 7 2 1 58

NSW 3 1 4

NT 0

QLD 1 1

SA 0

TAS 0

VIC 3 1 1 5

WA 0

total 0 0 6 15 13 12 12 7 2 1 68

note: This table indicates ongoing and non-ongoing staff substantively employed by ASADA at 30 June 2010. 

table 28: SES staff at 30 June 2010

sEs staff Male Female total

SES Band 1 2 0 2

Total 2 0 2

note: These figures reflect nominal occupancy and do not include acting arrangements.

Appendix f: staffing statistics at 30 June 2010
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table 29: Staff in equal employment opportunity groups at 30 June 2010

Male Female total staff (1) dClB1 and dClB2 Atsi pwd total staff (2)

49% 51% 100% 23 0 1 1

notes:

Total staff (1): Ongoing and non-ongoing staff substantively employed at 30 June 2010. Percentages of males and females 
relate to this total, excluding casuals

DCLB1: People from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds (first generation) 

DCLB2: People from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds (second generation)

ATSI: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people

PWD: People with a disability

Total staff (2): Total number of staff who volunteered equal employment opportunity information, including no answers 
to questions. Percentages of equal employment opportunity statistics have been derived from this total. 

table 30: Salary ranges of employees

Classification

Collective agreement section 24(1) determinations

salary range $ salary range $

lowest highest lowest highest

EL2 $98 500 $118 858 $136 471 $136 607

EL1 $87 130 $94 961 $99 085 $99 206

APS6 $75 835 $82 762 $85 000 $85 000

APS5 $67 450 $73 230

APS4 $59 794 $65 750

APS3 $50 460 $56 601

APS2 $41 368 $48 848

APS1  -  -

table 31: Number of staff in the collective agreement or Section 24(1) determinations

Classifications Collective agreement section 24(1) determinations total

SES 0 2 2

EL2 6 2 8

EL1 10 2 12

APS 2–6 44 1 45

total *60 7 *67

* Excluding the CEO
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The Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Committee continued to consolidate OHS issues within 
the Canberra and state offices of ASADA.

During 2009–10 we continued to implement the OHS Framework and support policies and 
procedures to underpin OHS duty of care for the health and safety and welfare of employees  
while at work. As required under Section 74 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1991, 
we have developed and implemented a suite of health and safety management policies and 
procedures. All health and safety arrangements have been made available to staff and the 
OHS Committee for comment. 

We will review health and safety management arrangements in the next reporting period. If OHS 
disputes arise at any time during the review or implementation of the current health and safety 
management arrangements, the ASADA Collective Agreement 2009–2012 enables us to handle 
these matters.

A systematic approach to the management of OHS plans, actions and procedures has resulted in 
a continual low level of OHS risk. During 2009–10, one incident was reported to Comcare under 
section 68 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1991 but required no follow-up. No injury 
time was lost because of workplace injury during the reporting period.

Appendix G: occupational health and safety
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During 2009–10 ASADA paid $65 176 for advertising and market research for contracts with a 
value of more than $11 200 (including GST). Table 32 lists payments made during the financial 
year resulting from these contracts, as required by section 321A of the Commonwealth Electoral 
Act 1918.

No payments were made to advertising agencies or polling companies for projects over the reporting 
threshold of $11 200 including GST during the reporting period.

table 32: Advertising and market research 

organisation service provided 
payment made in 

2009–10 ($) 

Market research

Orima Research Survey of stakeholder views on ASADA 
programs and services

11 300

Total market research 11 300

direct mail

National Mailing and Marketing Storage and mailing of awareness and 
education materials

9 711

Total direct mail 9 711

Media advertising 

Ad Corp Recruitment advertising 24 447

Universal McCann Non-recruitment advertising 19 718 

Total media advertising 44 165

total 65 176

During 2009–10, ASADA conducted one advertising campaign: You can never win your reputation 
back. Further information on this advertising campaign is available at www.asada.gov.au and in the 
reports on Australian Government advertising that are prepared by the Department of Finance and 
Deregulation. Those reports are available at http://www.finance.gov.au/advertising/index.html.

Appendix h: Advertising and market research

http://www.finance.gov.au/advertising/index.html
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The following information is supplied in accordance with section 516A of the Environment Protection 
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

Principles of the legislation
Section 3A of the Act sets out the principles of ecologically sustainable development. We have 
considered these principles in relation to our activities and administration and have assessed that 
the implications are minimal.

The effect we have on the environment is the energy-consuming impact of four office spaces and 
leased vehicles. 

Measures taken to minimise environmental impact
We operate offices that remain well lit during the day on safety and security grounds. However, 
the following measures have been implemented to minimise our environmental impact:

 using power savers and auto switch-off features on equipment

 providing paper recycling bins for all staff 

 turning off computer monitors when they are not in use

 encouraging fuel efficiency when using motor vehicles

 continuing the lease of smaller, more fuel-efficient motor vehicles

 participating in the Greenfleet carbon emission offset program for all leased vehicles

 recycling ink jets in printers. 

All ASADA leased vehicles have Greenfleet membership. As part of our Collective Agreement 
2009–12, this membership is also offered to staff members, with ASADA contributing 50 per cent 
of the cost. 

We analyse energy use annually to find ways of achieving further efficiencies.

Appendix i: ecologically sustainable development 
and environmental performance
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The following section contains information required to be published under subsection 8(1) of the 
Freedom of Information Act 1982 (FOI Act). 

Organisation and functions of ASADA
The organisation and functions of ASADA are set out in the ‘About ASADA’ section (see page 7) 
and the ‘Organisational structure’ at figure 5 (see page 50).

Decision-making powers
In 2009–10, the Chief Executive Officer and/or ASADA staff exercised decision-making powers under 
the following Acts, or parts of Acts:

 Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority Act 2006

 Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority (Consequential and Transitional Provisions) Act 2006

 Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997

 Public Service Act 1999.

Authorised freedom of information decision makers
ASADA is an agency within the Health and Ageing portfolio. We have sole responsibility for managing 
our own FOI policy and requests. The authority to provide access to documents or decisions 
imposing and remitting charges under the FOI Act is held primarily at EL1 level through our Senior 
Lawyer/Freedom of Information Officer. The authority to conduct internal reviews of decisions that 
have been made generally rests with SES officers.

Arrangements for consulting external bodies or people 
We welcome views and comments from members of the public and bodies outside the 
Commonwealth on our policy formulation and administration of legislation. Public consultation and 
consumer and stakeholder participation in policy formulation has been widely encouraged across 
a range of areas of policy. Members of the public and bodies outside the Commonwealth can 
participate in policy formulation by forwarding requests to asada@asada.gov.au.

Appendix J: freedom of information
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Categories of documents 
We maintain records relating to our functions in various forms and locations. Records are retained 
for varying periods, depending on their administrative and historical value, and are disposed of in 
accordance with standards and practices approved by the National Archives of Australia. 

The following categories of documents were common throughout ASADA in 2009–10:

 briefing papers and minutes prepared for the Minister and senior staff

 documents relating to the development of, and explanatory memoranda to, Acts, Regulations 
and other legislative instruments

 documents relating to the administration of the NAD scheme

 internal administrative documents relating to staff management and the organisation and 
operation of the agency, including personnel records, organisational and staffing records, 
financial and resource management records, audit records, internal operating procedures, 
requests for tender, instructions, manuals and indexes

 ministerial and agency responses to correspondence and parliamentary questions

 inter-agency and general correspondence and papers

 policy documents, including the development and implementation of government and 
departmental policy, recommendations and decisions

 agreements, memoranda of understanding and contracts between the Commonwealth and other 
bodies and organisations

 legal documents, including legislation, contracts, leases, instruments of delegation, legal advices 
and court/tribunal documents

 requests for information under the FOI Act and files and papers relevant to the consideration 
of those requests

 standard operating procedures and fact sheets

 separate records of internal management meetings and teleconferences, such as agendas 
and minutes

 correspondence with non-government parties (stakeholders)

 records of meetings and teleconferences with external stakeholders, including agendas 
and minutes

 financial reports, expenditure estimates and expenditure reports

 technical manuals

 statistics and databases

 documents prepared by international bodies and agencies

 reports prepared by other government agencies and consultants

 documents submitted by third parties

 ASADA publications

 training materials

 media releases

 committee records

 mailing lists.

A selection of ASADA publications are available to the public for a small fee. A list of these 
publications can be accessed via the website www.asada.gov.au. Some publications can also 
be downloaded. 

http://www.asada.gov.au
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Facilities for the public to obtain physical access 
to ASADA documents
Facilities for inspecting documents to which access is given under the FOI Act are provided at our 
head office in Fyshwick, Australian Capital Territory.

Departmental manuals
In accordance with Section 9 of the FOI Act, a list has been compiled of unpublished manuals and 
other documents provided by the Department of Health and Ageing (including ASADA) to officers to 
assist in making decisions or recommendations that affect the public. The list is available on request 
from the Freedom of Information Coordinator or any office of the National Archives of Australia.

Freedom of information procedures and ASADA 
contact details
A request for access to documents under the FOI Act must be in writing and accompanied 
by a $30 application fee and an address in Australia to which notices can be sent. In certain 
circumstances, the fee is not required or can be waived. 

To enable a prompt response and to help organisations meet obligations under the FOI Act, applicants 
should provide as much information as possible about the documents they are seeking. A phone number 
or an email address should also be included in case any clarification is needed. Applicants may be liable 
to pay charges at rates prescribed by the Freedom of Information (Fees and Charges) Regulations.

Enquiries about submitting a formal request to ASADA under the FOI Act should be directed to the 
Freedom of Information Coordinator on (02) 6222 4200. Requests should be sent to head office and 
be made out as follows: 

Attention: Freedom of Information Coordinator 
Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority 
PO Box 1744
FYSHWICK ACT 2609

In accordance with the Electronic Transactions Act 1999, FOI requests may be emailed to 
asada@asada.gov.au. However, as a request must be accompanied by an application fee, in most 
cases no action will be taken until the application fee is received or a request has been made for the 
remission of the application fee.

table 33: ASADA freedom of information statistics

Matters on hand  
(start 2009–10)

requests received  
(2009–10)

requests finalised 
(2009–10)

requests outstanding  
(end 2009–10)

0 0 n/a 0

ASADA did not receive any applications for internal review or Administrative Appeals Tribunal matters 
in 2009–10.

We received several requests from athletes seeking access to their own information. These requests 
were dealt with under the Privacy Act.

mailto:asada@asada.gov.au
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Up to 31 December 2009, under the ASADA Regulations, the functions of the Australian Sports Drug 
Medical Advisory Committee (ASDMAC) were as follows:

clause 5.01 nAd scheme – functions of AsdMAc 
1. The ASDMAC may investigate an adverse analytical finding for a sample given by an athlete to 

find out whether the result was caused by naturally occurring levels of the substance concerned. 

2. The ASDMAC may give an athlete approval, in accordance with the International Standard for 
Therapeutic Use Exemptions, as amended and in force from time to time, to use a drug or 
doping method for therapeutic purposes. 

3. If an athlete has an approval for the use of a drug for therapeutic purposes, the ASDMAC may 
investigate the sample analysis result for a sample given by the athlete to find out whether the 
athlete has complied with the conditions of the approval. 

4. The ASDMAC may disclose to an athlete or support person: 

a) information arising out of the entry of the name of the athlete or support person on the 
ASADA RoF

b) information about a test on a sample given by the athlete: 

I. carried out by a sporting administration body other than at the request of ASADA

II. that has revealed the presence of a drug or doping method.

5. The ASDMAC may disclose to any relevant sporting administration body: 

a) information arising out of the entry of the name of an athlete or support person on the 
ASADA Register, or

b) information about a test on an athlete’s sample: 

I. carried out by a sporting administration body other than at the request of ASADA

II. that has revealed the presence of a drug or doping method.

6. If ASADA asks the ASDMAC to review the procedures adopted by a sporting administration body 
for approving the use of a drug or doping method for therapeutic purposes, the ASDMAC may 
do so. 

7. If ASADA consults with the ASDMAC in relation to whether an approval for the use of a drug for 
therapeutic purposes counts, the ASDMAC may investigate the approval and give its opinion 
to ASADA. 

8. The ASDMAC may participate in a review or an appeal that is related directly or indirectly to 
a decision made by the ASDMAC: 

a) to approve the use of a drug for therapeutic purposes

b) to refuse to approve the use of a drug for therapeutic purposes.

Appendix k: Australian sports drug Medical 
Advisory committee – functions
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9. The ASDMAC may give information to a sporting administration body that: 

a) is related to a drug testing program

b) is related directly or indirectly to a decision made by the ASDMAC: 

I. to approve the use of a drug for therapeutic purposes

II. to refuse to approve the use of a drug for therapeutic purposes.

10. However, the ASDMAC must not give information under subclause (9) unless the ASDMAC has 
taken reasonable steps to satisfy itself that the information disclosed will not be used or disclosed 
for other purposes.

After 1 January 2010, under the ASADA Regulations, ASDMAC’s functions were as follows:

clause 5.01 nAd scheme – functions of AsdMAc
1.  The ASDMAC may give an athlete approval, in accordance with the World Anti-Doping Code and 

the International Standard for Therapeutic Use Exemptions, to use a prohibited substance or a 
prohibited method for therapeutic purposes.

2.  ASDMAC may develop and implement its own procedure for the issuing of Therapeutic Use 
Exemptions under subclause (1).

3.  If an athlete has an approval for the use of a prohibited substance or a prohibited method for 
therapeutic purposes, the ASDMAC may investigate the sample analysis result for a sample given 
by the athlete to find out whether the athlete has complied with the conditions of the approval.

4.  The ASDMAC may investigate an atypical finding or an adverse analytical finding for a sample 
given by an athlete to find out whether the atypical finding or adverse analytical finding was 
caused by naturally occurring levels of the substance concerned.

5.  The ASDMAC may review the procedures adopted by a sporting administration body for 
approving the use of a prohibited substance or a prohibited method.

6.  ASDMAC may provide advice relating to Therapeutic Use Exemptions and ASDMAC functions 
to ASADA, sporting administration bodies, participants or other TUE committees.

7.  If ASADA consults with the ASDMAC about whether an approval for the use of a prohibited 
substance or a prohibited method for therapeutic purposes was given:

(a) by ASDMAC, or

(b by a TUE committee, or

(c) because of a decision by WADA following a review or appeal, the ASDMAC may investigate 
the approval and give its opinion to ASADA.

8. The ASDMAC may participate in a review or an appeal that is related directly or indirectly to 
a decision made by the ASDMAC:

(a) to approve the use of a prohibited substance or a prohibited method for therapeutic 
purposes, or

(b) to refuse to approve the use of a prohibited substance or a prohibited method for 
therapeutic purposes.
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table 34: Therapeutic Use Exemption applications 2009–10

sport Approved pending rejected withdrawn incomplete
Approval not 

required total

Archery 1 0 0 0 0 1 2

Athletics 12 0 0 0 0 14 26

Australian Football 12 1 1 0 0 6 20

Badminton 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Baseball 4 0 0 0 0 11 15

Basketball 6 0 0 0 0 10 16

Biathlon 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Billiards & Snooker 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Bobsleigh 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

Bocce 3 1 1 0 0 3 8

Body Building 1 0 1 0 0 2 4

Boxing 1 1 0 0 0 2 4

Canoe Polo 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Canoeing 5 1 0 0 0 7 13

Cricket 5 0 0 0 1 1 7

Cycling 27 3 2 0 3 25 60

Diving 1 0 1 0 0 2 4

Dragon Boating 4 0 1 0 0 4 9

Eightball 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Equestrian 1 0 1 0 0 0 2

Fencing 3 0 0 0 0 1 4

Appendix l: Australian sports drug Medical 
Advisory committee – therapeutic use 
exemptions granted
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sport Approved pending rejected withdrawn incomplete
Approval not 

required total

Figure Skating 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Football (Soccer) 7 0 0 0 0 7 14

Goalball 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Gymnastics 10 2 1 0 0 11 24

Handball 1 0 0 0 0 4 5

Hockey 6 0 0 0 0 8 14

Ice Hockey 3 0 1 0 0 2 6

Ice Skating 3 0 1 0 0 2 6

Indoor Cricket 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Inline Hockey 6 1 0 0 0 3 10

Inline Skating 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Judo 4 0 0 0 0 1 5

Karate 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Kayaking 2 0 0 0 0 3 5

Lacrosse 1 0 0 0 0 2 3

Lawn Bowls 1 1 0 0 0 1 3

Motor Sport 28 0 0 0 0 28 56

Motorcycling 5 0 0 0 0 5 10

Netball 4 0 0 0 1 4 9

Polocrosse 0 1 0 0 0 5 6

Powerlifting 5 0 1 1 0 7 14

Roller Sports 2 1 1 0 0 2 6

Rowing 7 1 0 0 0 10 18

Rugby League 13 0 0 0 0 2 15

Rugby Union 6 0 0 0 2 1 9

Sailing 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Shooting 3 0 0 0 0 2 5

Softball 2 0 1 0 0 13 16

Surf Lifesaving 3 1 1 0 1 15 21
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sport Approved pending rejected withdrawn incomplete
Approval not 

required total

Surfing 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

Swimming 30 3 0 1 0 15 49

Synchronised 
Swimming 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Table Tennis 1 0 0 0 0 2 3

Taekwando 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Tennis 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

Tenpin Bowling 4 0 0 0 0 6 10

Triathlon 2 2 1 0 0 10 15

Volleyball 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Water Polo 5 1 0 0 0 4 10

Waterskiing 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Weightlifting 1 0 1 0 0 4 6

Wheelchair Rugby 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Wrestling 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Yachting 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

total 263 21 17 2 8 282 593
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table 35: Substances and methods approved for therapeutic use 2009–10

Acetazolomide IV infusion

Adrenaline Letrozole

Amiloride Methylphenidate

Anastrazole Metoprolol

Atenolol Midodrine

Bisoprolol Modafinil

Buprenorphine Morphine

Carvedilol Nafarelin

Chorionic Gonadotrophin Oxycodone 

Clomiphene Citrate Prednisolone

Cortisone Acetate Prednisone

Dexamethasone Probenecid

Dexamphetamine Propanolol

Eformeterol Salbutamol

Fentanyl Salmeterol

Fludrocortisone Somatropin

Frusemide Spironolactone

Hydrochlorothiazide Terbutaline

Hydrocortisone Testosterone

Indapamide Tibolone

Insulin Timolol
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Part 5 of the ASADA Act, as amended, provides for matters relating to the Anti-Doping Rule Violation 
Panel (ADRVP). Section 40 provides for the establishment of the ADRVP and section 41 sets out the 
functions of the ADRVP which include functions set out in the NAD scheme contained in the ASADA 
Regulations. The ASADA Determination sets out the functions of the ADRVP under the NAD scheme.

The functions of the ADRVP are to:

 establish and maintain the RoF for the purposes of recording adverse findings of the ADRVP 
relating to anti-doping rule violations

 make and decide whether or not to enter a finding on the RoF

 recommend, where relevant, appropriate sanctions for possible anti-doping rule violations. 
(These could include matters such as possible provisional suspensions, the appropriate 
ineligibility period, including the start and end date of any period of ineligibility, disqualification 
of results or forfeiture of any medals, points and prizes).

Appendix M: Anti-doping Rule violation panel – 
functions
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Table 36 shows how the 2009–10 budget appropriations translate to total resourcing for ASADA 
activities, including revenue from government (appropriation) and other resources available to be 
used and the total costs of the program.

table 36: Expenses and resources for Outcome 1

outcome 1 – Protection of the health of athletes 
and the integrity of Australian sport, including 
through deterrence, detection and enforcement  
to eliminate doping

(1) Budget 
2009–10 

$  
000’s

(2) Actual 
2009–10 

$ 
000’s

Variation (column 2 
minus column 1) 

$ 
000’s

program 1.1 – Deterrence, detection and 
enforcement

Administered expenses

(including third party outputs)

0 0 0

Departmental outputs 15 661 15 313 348

total for program 1.1 and outcome 1 15 661 15 313 348

2008–09 2009 –10
Variation (column 2 

minus column 1) 

Average staffing level (number) 64 65 1

Appendix n: expenses and resources for 
outcome 1
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table 37: ASADA Resource Statement

(1) Actual available 
appropriations for 

2009–10 
$ 

000’s

(2) payments 
made 

$ 
000’s

Balance remaining 
(column 1 minus 

column 2) 
$ 

000’s

ordinary annual services

departmental appropriation

Prior year departmental appropriation 2 251 

Departmental appropriation 14 009

s.31 relevant agency receipts 1 734

total 17 994 15 996 1 998

Administered expenses

Total 0 0 0

total ordinary annual services 17 994 15 996 1 998

Appendix o: AsAdA Resource statement 2009–10
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ADAMS Anti-Doping Administration and Management System
ADRV anti-doping rule violation
ADRVP Anti-Doping Rule Violation Panel
AFL Australian Football League
ANADO Association of National Anti-Doping Organisations
APS Australian Public Service
ASADA Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority
ASDMAC Australian Sports Drug Medical Advisory Committee
AWOS Athlete Whereabouts Online System
CERA Continuous erythropoietin receptor activator 
DCO Doping Control Officer
DHEA Dehydroepiandrosterone
EL Executive Level
EPO Erythropoietin
FOI freedom of information
hGH Human Growth Hormone
IADA International Anti-Doping Arrangement
IOC International Olympic Committee
ISO International Organization for Standardization
NAD National Anti-Doping
NADA National Anti-Doping Agency
NRL National Rugby League
OHS occupational health and safety
RoF Register of Findings
RTP Registered Testing Pool
SES Senior Executive Service
TBA to be advised
TUE Therapeutic Use Exemption
UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
WADA World Anti-Doping Agency

Abbreviations
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Adverse analytical finding

A report from a laboratory or other approved testing entity that identifies in a specimen the presence 
of a prohibited substance or its metabolites or markers (including elevated quantities of endogenous 
substances) or evidence of the use of a prohibited method. 

Anti-doping organisation

An organisation responsible for adopting the rules to implement or enforce any part of the 
doping control process. Examples include the International Olympic Committee, the International 
Paralympic Committee, the World Anti-Doping Agency, international federations, national anti-doping 
organisations and other major event organisations that conduct testing at their events.

Athlete

See the National Anti-Doping scheme definition for the legal definition. For the purposes of doping 
control, an athlete is a person participating in sport at international level or national level or at a lower 
level if designated by a national anti-doping organisation. For the purposes of anti-doping information 
and education, an athlete is a person participating in sport under the authority of any organisation 
that has signed or accepts the Code, or the government.

Athlete support personnel

This includes, but is not limited to, any coach, trainer, manager, agent, team staff, official, medical 
or paramedical personnel, working with or treating athletes in or preparing for sports competition.

Chaperone

A casual staff member representing ASADA under the direction of the Doping Control Officer, 
responsible for notifying athletes of their selection for doping control, keeping the athlete in sight 
at all times from notification until the completion of the sample collection process. The chaperone 
will be the sole party in witnessing the provision of the sample leaving the athlete’s body into a 
collection vessel.

Code (the)

‘The Code’ is the short form of the World Anti-Doping Code.

doping control

The process that includes test distribution planning, sample collection and handling, laboratory 
analysis, results management, hearings and appeals.

doping Control officer

An ASADA staff member who is responsible for the entire doping control session. They undertake all 
paperwork during the session, manage and direct the chaperones, distribute athlete allocations and 
ensure the doping control session is completed in line with policies and procedures.

Glossary
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in-competition test

Unless provided for otherwise in the rules of an international federation or other anti-doping 
organisation, an in-competition test is a test where an athlete is selected for testing in connection 
with a specific competition.

Marker

A compound, group of compounds or biological parameters that indicate the use of a prohibited 
substance or prohibited method.

Metabolite

Any substance produced by a biotransformation process.

Minor

A person who has not reached the age of majority as established by the applicable laws of his or her 
country of residence.

national anti-doping organisation 

The entity (or entities) designated by each country as possessing the primary authority and 
responsibility to adopt and implement anti-doping rules, direct the collection of samples, the 
management of test results, and the conduct of hearings, all at the national level. If this designation 
has not been made by the competent public authority(ies), the entity shall be the country’s national 
Olympic committee or its designee. ASADA is Australia’s national anti-doping organisation.

no-advance-notice test 

A doping control that takes place with no advance warning to the athlete and where the athlete 
is continuously chaperoned from the moment of notification through sample provision.

out-of-competition test 

Any doping control that is not undertaken during a competition.

prohibited list

The list identifying the prohibited substances and prohibited methods.

prohibited method

Any method so described on the Prohibited List.

prohibited substance

Any substance so described on the Prohibited List.

registered testing pool

The pool of athletes who must provide daily whereabouts information to ASADA.

register of Findings 

A register established under the ASADA Act, and maintained by ASADA under the National 
Anti-Doping scheme, on which ASADA enters the relevant details and its findings.

sample/specimen

Any biological material collected for the purposes of doping control.
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target testing

Selection of athletes for testing where specific athletes or groups of athletes are selected  
on a non-random basis for testing at a specified time.

testing

The parts of the doping control process involving test distribution planning, sample collection, 
sample handling, and sample transport to the laboratory.

trafficking

To traffic is to sell, give, administer, transport, send, deliver or distribute a prohibited substance 
or prohibited method to an athlete either directly or through one or more third parties, but excluding 
the sale or distribution (by medical personnel or by persons other than an athlete’s support 
personnel) of a prohibited substance for genuine and legal therapeutic purposes.

unEsCo international Convention against doping in sport

The purpose of the convention is to promote the prevention of, and the fight against, doping in sport, 
with a view to its elimination.

world Anti-doping Code

The Code adopted by the Foundation Board of the World Anti-Doping Agency on 5 March 2003 
at Copenhagen, as amended from time to time. This document is internationally recognised as 
the basis for doping control. The Code communicates to stakeholders a standard global response 
to doping in sport. A new, revised Code was implemented on 1 January 2009.
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